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SUMMARY
The objective of this work is to analyze the mechanisms of breakdown and ag-
ing in silicon-germanium (SiGe) heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) devices to
help maximize the deliverable, reliable performance of high-frequency SiGe HBT cir-
cuits and systems. Conventional circuit design methodologies follow conservative and
overly simplistic guidelines when considering reliability, but with a more detailed un-
derstanding of device reliability, these conventional design limitations may be pushed
to enhance performance. This broad objective is explored primarily in three separate
approaches, namely the investigation of SiGe HBT aging mechanisms, the develop-
ment of predictive aging models, and the design of novel SiGe HBT devices with
enhanced breakdown performance. It is the intention of the author that device engi-
neers may obtain an enhanced understanding of the physics of aging in SiGe HBTs
and that circuit designers may obtain an appreciation of the benefits of “reliability-
aware” circuit design methodologies. Building a link between these two groups to
leverage an understanding of physics to enhance circuit and system design method-
ologies is the overall goal of this work. These goals will be addressed in the manner
enumerated below.
1. An introduction to SiGe HBT technologies detailing the concepts necessary to
understand the work is established, including a general overview of the use,
fabrication, and physics of SiGe HBTs.
2. The design of novel SiGe HBT profiles targeting improved breakdown for en-
hanced high-voltage and reliability performance. This work was first pub-
lished in the IEEE Bipolar/BiCMOS Circuits and Technology Meeting (BCTM)
xiii
c© 2016 [1] and later extended in the IEEE Transactions on Electron De-
vices (TED) c© 2018 [2].
3. Exploration of the mechanics and various sources of long-term aging effects ob-
served in SiGe HBTs is presented. Hot-carriers created under both high-current
and high-field conditions create defects at oxide interfaces in SiGe HBTs. This
work was first published in the International Semiconductor Device Research
Symposium (ISDRS) c© 2013 [3] and later extended in TED c© 2015 [4].
4. Development of a physics-based compact model and simulation framework for
incorporating predictive aging capabilities in a circuit simulation environment.
This work was first published in TED c© 2016 [5].
5. Extension of the physics-based compact model to allow comprehensive simula-
tion of base current degradation in SiGe HBTs including analysis and validation
for using the model for RF circuit design. This work was first published in the
IEEE BiCMOS and Compound Semiconductor Integrated Circuits and Tech-
nology Symposium (BCICTS) c© 2018 [6].
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1.1 Origin and History of the Problem
The use of advanced silicon-germanium (SiGe) bipolar CMOS (BiCMOS) platforms
for high-speed radio-frequency (RF) and mm-wave applications has driven a rapid
development of SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) technologies as an al-
ternative option for traditionally III-V transistor dominated applications, offering the
superior integrability, yield, and cost benefits associated with silicon manufacturing.
The vertical scaling required to achieve improved high-frequency performance un-
fortunately comes at the cost of breakdown voltage and operating current density.
Current state-of-the-art SiGe BiCMOS platforms have been pushed to achieve unity-
gain cutoff frequencies (fT ) above 500 GHz and unity-power-gain frequencies (fMAX)
as high as 720 GHz at room temperature using conservative lithography [7], and ad-
ditional studies exploring the performance limits of SiGe HBTs show the capability
of SiGe HBT platforms for pushing towards terahertz (THz) performance limits [8,9].
These performance advancements will enable the growth and expansion of low-cost
silicon IC platforms into new applications such as mm-wave radar, THz imaging, and
multi-Gb/s wireless networks.
Given that breakdown voltage must be sacrificed to achieve such high-frequency
performance, the practical application of these advanced SiGe technologies are of-
ten limited by low breakdown voltages that compromise their RF power generation
capabilities. In SiGe HBT technologies, conventional collector design methodology
calls for increased doping in the selectively implanted collector (SIC) region to boost
fT by delaying the onset of high-current effects (i.e., base push-out, Kirk effect, and
1
heterojunction barrier effects); however, this leads to increased impact ionization in
the collector-base (CB) junction and degraded breakdown voltages. This fundamental
trade-off leads to the well-known “Johnson limit” [10].
As maximum operation voltages decrease, circuit designers are driven to push
against classical foundry defined safe operating area (SOA) boundaries. The SOA
will define a region of biases for which stable device performance can be expected for
a defined lifetime (most commonly 10 years). These SOA boundaries, however, are
defined at the single-device level and based on dc measurements, presenting a fairly
simplistic view of device reliability, and abstracted to the circuit level, such rules
are applied uniformly for each transistor in a circuit regardless of target application.
When considering the space between SOA boundaries and device electro-thermal
failures limits, circuit performance is potentially being thrown away for the sake of
over-conservative reliability concerns.
Two approaches present themselves for tackling the issues this speed/power trade-
off presents to designers at the circuit level. First, novel device structures that improve
and help decouple this trade-off must be investigated, loosening the constricting SOA
boundaries designers must observe. Second, a more thorough understanding and
modeling of the mechanisms determining device lifetime must be achieved. This would
allow circuit designers to evaluate reliability on a case-by-case basis and selectively
violate foundry defined SOA boundaries and rules in ways that do not effect long-term
circuit reliability.
1.2 Organization
The goal of this work is to investigate both design and modeling techniques at the
device level to address the concerns of a shrinking SOA in SiGe BiCMOS technolo-
gies. Chapter 2 provides an introduction to SiGe BiCMOS technologies including
their development, scaling, and basic reliability concerns. Chapter 3 explores the
2
design, simulation, and measurement of a novel superjunction collector SiGe HBT
for enhanced breakdown performance. Chapter 4 investigates the aging mechanisms
driving the long-term reliability of SiGe HBTs. Chapter 5 develops a modeling frame-
work for the simulation of aging effects in SiGe HBTs. Chapter 6 expands upon the
use of aging models for comprehensive simulation of aging effects in SiGe HBTs and




For much of the history of solid-state electronics, silicon has been the semiconductor
of choice due to the large number of benefits it presents relative to other materials
including but not limited to its abundance, ease of producing high-purity crystals,
moderate band gap contributing to low leakage currents, and presence of a stable and
easily grown oxide. Bulk silicon technologies have since enjoyed the rapid exponential
growth and scaling as predicted by Gordon Moore back in 1965 [11], and while the
primary result of continuous scaling has been the increased density of digital logic
in CMOS technologies, reduced dimensions leading to decreased transit times have
enabled the use of silicon technologies in RF applications. When targeting high-
frequency RF and mm-wave applications, however, CMOS technologies have been
shown to be limited relative to bipolar technologies by back end of line (BEOL) para-
sitics [12]. Coupled with the intrinsic advantages bipolar technologies offer compared
to CMOS such as noise performance and output conductance [13], bipolar devices are
an appealing candidate for high-frequency applications, and this role is one that SiGe
HBTs have grown into over the past 30 years.
2.1 Technology Overview
2.1.1 Silicon Germanium Heterojunction Bipolar Transistors
At a basic level, a SiGe HBT is a standard Si homojunction BJT with a graded Ge
profile incorporated into the base region. A schematic cross-section and measured
SIMS profile of a representative SiGe HBT showing the location of the introduced
Ge is shown in Fig. 2.1. The introduction of this Ge effectively lowers the band gap
in the base region, and through clever band gap engineering via the introduced Ge
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic cross-section and (b) measured SIMS profile of a
representative first-generation SiGe HBT (after [13]).
profile, the SiGe HBT can overcome the limitations of a standard Si BJT.
We can consider the primary ways in which this band gap engineering affects
device performance by analyzing the effect of the Ge on the band diagram, as seen in
Fig. 2.2. We take ∆Eg,Ge(0) and ∆Eg,Ge(Wb) to be the Ge-induced band gap offsets
at the emitter-base (EB) and collector-base (CB) edges of the quasi-neutral base,
respectively, and define
∆Eg,Ge(grade) = ∆Eg,Ge(Wb)−∆Eg,Ge(0) (2.1)
as the change in band gap across the base due to the graded Ge profile. In an npn
device, this change in the band gap materializes in the conduction band within the
base, and consequently, the energy barrier for electrons at the EB junction is lowered.
This results in an enhancement of the collector current relative to a Si BJT for a fixed
voltage, and as the EB valence band barrier is unaffected, the base current for the
Si BJT and SiGe HBT should be comparable, additionally providing an enhanced
current gain β. Coupling a spatially dependent band gap into the the generalized
Moll-Ross relation, we can define a SiGe current gain enhancement factor as
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Figure 2.2: Energy band diagram for an npn Si BJT and SiGe HBT showing










where γ̃ and η̃ are the position averaged enhancement factors for the effective density
of states and diffusivity in the base region, respectively [13]. Additionally, with a
graded Ge profile, a field is effectively generated across the neutral base in equilibrium
conditions due to the changing band gap across the base. This field naturally weights
the intrinsic free carrier density towards the CB junction, which allows a graded-base
SiGe HBT to resist back depletion of base relative to a Si BJT. This results in an











One of the key benefits to these enhancements that a Ge profile provides is that
key dc performance metrics of the SiGe HBT can be effectively decoupled from the
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design of the base region. This allows for the use of high base doping to reduce the
intrinsic base resistance, providing valuable improvements to device speed and noise.
Additionally, the field created across the base region will encourage drift transport
in favor of diffusion across the neutral base, providing an enhancement in the base
















Such improvements to device performance through the use of band gap engineering
in the SiGe HBT make it a promising candidate for high-frequency applications.
2.1.2 SiGe BiCMOS History and Development
The challenge in pushing SiGe HBT technology development for use in RF and mm-
wave applications lies not only in process development, namely learning how to reli-
ably create devices with increasingly smaller feature sizes and tighter tolerances, but
also process integration into a bipolar CMOS (BiCMOS) technology, where standard
CMOS and SiGe HBT devices are fabricated simultaneously. Such practice is stan-
dard for SiGe HBT technology platforms, as the integration advantage of being able
to place both digital and RF components side by side on the same die presents clear
advantages over similar performance III-V technologies, thereby allowing for more
compact and lower cost designs. For a modern, highly scaled SiGe HBT structure
such as in Fig. 2.3 (after [14]), technologists create road maps for future performance
improvements as well as general scaling rules for the relative change in each param-
eter needed to achieve a desired performance level [9, 14, 15]. As scaling of a device
structure advances, limiting factors for device performance shift as device dimensions
and doping levels change by orders of magnitude, and new structures are developed
to counteract these limiting factors as a result.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic view of a SiGe HBT cross-section used for scaling (after
[14]).
Due to the maturity of silicon processing technology, generational growth of SiGe
BiCMOS platforms has been rapid since the advent of successful growth methods
of SiGe films such as ultra-high vacuum chemical vapor deposition (UHV/CVD).
First-generation platforms boasting performance of 50 GHz fT and 3.3 V BVCEO
[16] quickly gave way to second- (fT > 100 GHz and 2.5 V BVCEO [17]) and third-
generation (fT > 200 GHz and 1.7 V BVCEO [18]) platforms over the course of a few
years, though each technology generation still finds use in a variety of applications.
More recent fourth-generation technologies boast fT/fMAX values of 300/500 GHz
[19, 20] and emerging technologies are quickly approaching THz performance [7], all
while maintaining BVCEO values above 1.5 V.
With each new technology generation in SiGe, new process innovations have been
necessary to keep up with performance demands. First generation platforms and the
transition to the second generation saw the development of the double-polysilicon
self-aligned (DPSA) structure for high-performance bipolars [21], moving from ”base-
during-gate” to ”base-after-gate” BiCMOS integration for managing thermal cycle
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Figure 2.4: Pairs of fT /BVCEO values for SiGe BiCMOS platforms from major
foundries. Constant fT ×BVCEO product lines are shown for reference.
issues [22,23], and the integration of carbon doping for the suppression of base-dopant
out-diffusion [24, 25]. As scaling advanced, base profiles were required to have high
doping and narrower widths, and the implantation of extrinsic device regions became
problematic due to the associated introduction of interstitials that enhance boron
diffusion. The emergence of the raised extrinsic base structure [18] came as a solution
to this problem and is a notable feature of any modern SiGe BiCMOS technology.
Furthermore, the raised extrinsic base allows for greater physical separation of the
extrinsic base and SIC regions, reducing the CB overlap capacitance, a major concern
in highly scaled devices [26].
With the rapid development of SiGe BiCMOS technologies, many of the major
foundries have adopted it as a platform for high-speed mixed-signal applications. In
Fig. 2.4, a wide array of fT/BVCEO pairs for SiGe BiCMOS platforms from GLOB-
ALFOUNDRIES[17–19,27], IHP [7,20,28–30], TowerJazz [31,32], STMicroelectronics
[33–36], and Texas Instruments [37,38] show off the level of versatility and prolifera-
tion of SiGe BiCMOS technologies.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic view of doping and germanium profile changes associated
with typical vertical scaling in a SiGe HBT.
2.2 Collector Scaling and Breakdown Mechanics in SiGe
HBTs
The primary motivation for vertical scaling in a SiGe HBT is typically tuning for
enhanced high-frequency performance, generally characterized by fT and fMAX, and
we can reduce this problem of increasing fT to one of simply decreasing transport
distances and transit times. When we decrease these distances, such as by decreasing
the thickness of the intrinsic emitter and collector layers as in Fig. 2.5, junction
capacitances will inevitably increase. To maintain high-fT performance, operating
current density JC must increase in tandem to minimize the charging time effects of
depletion and parasitic capacitances that reduce RF capabilities. The opponent to
increasing JC , though, is the onset of high-current effects such as the Kirk effect when
injected carrier densities exceed the local ion density in the CB space charge region
(SCR) [39]. The onset of high-current effects will collapse the CB field and increase
the neutral base width, significantly degrading both dc and ac device characteristics.
With base push out in action, additional mechanics such as heterojunction barrier
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effects can also occur [40]. The push for higher fT values then requires increasing
the selectively implanted collector (SIC) doping to delay onset of the Kirk effect by
requiring a higher JC,Kirk to begin base push-out effects.
As a result of increasing SIC doping, the CB SCR width will decrease. This will
not only lead to reduced CB transit time but also decreased breakdown voltage due
to a larger electric field strength. Shown well in Fig. 2.4, this fundamental trade-off
with breakdown leads to the well known “Johnson limit” [10, 41, 42]. With simple
approximations of velocity saturation at vsat and breakdown at a critical electric field
strength Ecrit, values for fT and BVCEO must scale inversely to one another with the
CB SCR width, as the CB transit time and VCB,crit decrease and increase, respectively.
Of note, however, in Fig. 2.4 is the divergence from the classical “Johnson limit” for
highly scaled nodes with fT > 100 GHz, where length scales are in a regime such that
non-equilibrium transport effects must be considered. In particular, breakdown in a
highly scaled device cannot be considered solely as a field-based effect, and carrier
energy becomes the primary consideration for breakdown. In these highly scaled SiGe
HBT devices, more complex breakdown behavior must account for non-local impact
ionization dependent on carrier kinetic energy [43] and velocity overshoot behavior
[44]. Simulation of these effects is done either by advanced hydrodynamic energy-
transport models that consider the average energy of the carrier ensemble [45] or by
direct solution of the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) [46].
The process of bipolar breakdown typically entails the coupling of the current
gain and impact ionization mechanisms. Illustrated in Fig. 2.6 (after [13]), impact
ionization will generate an amount of carriers (M−1)In,in in the CB junction, whereM
is the avalanche multiplication factor, defined as the ratio of the current entering and
exiting the CB space-charge region. During operation, the CB electric field will sweep
these generated carriers across the base, where β times more carriers will be injected
from the emitter. These secondary carriers can subsequently induce additional impact
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Figure 2.6: Avalanche multiplication process in a bipolar device (after [13]).
ionization events. When this feedback mechanism progresses such that β×(M−1) >
1, avalanche behavior will begin and the device will enter breakdown. When the device
is in open base operation, all impact ionization generated carriers will be multiplied,
yielding the worst case open-base collector-emitter breakdown voltage BVCEO, and
in resistive operation where some secondary carriers can exit via the base a higher
value BVCER is achieved [47].
2.3 Reliability Effects in SiGe HBTs
To be proven “reliable,” any device technology (SiGe and others) must show that
under typical operating conditions, devices, circuits, and systems constructed using
the technology will not degrade to a point such that they fail during the lifetime of
the system. To qualify the reliability of a SiGe BiCMOS system, the building-block
components encompassing passive elements, interconnects and metalization, and both
CMOS devices and SiGe HBTs must each be tested individually.
Qualifying the reliability of a SiGe HBT is typically performed by a series of
accelerated stress tests using over-stress conditions, or operation of a device in ex-
treme measurement conditions outside of a typical SOA such as high-current/voltage
bias, high/low temperatures, or some combination thereof. Afterwards, results are
extrapolated to typical operating conditions, and an SOA is defined. While break-
down and instability are a concern for a device operated outside a traditional SOA
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Example mixed-mode stress response showing (a) base current
degradation in the Gummel characteristic and (b) current gain β degradation.
definition, device operation at or near the boundaries of this SOA can lead to device
aging effects. Aging effects, sometimes referred to as “soft” breakdown, are a result
of physical degradation of the device structure over time, which can lead to changes
in a device’s performance characteristics, as in Fig. 2.7.
Conventional ways of characterizing aging mechanisms has typically fallen into
the categories of high forward-current density stress studies [48–54], reverse-EB stress
studies [23, 55–58], and more recently, mixed-mode stress studies [59–61]. Many of
these studies, particularly those concerned with high-current density stress, have in-
vestigated electromigration-induced degradation of the emitter contact, which will
alter the emitter resistance and affect the device operation at high-current bias
[51, 52, 54]. The primary result of device aging, however, is the degradation of ox-
ide interfaces over time due to the de-passivation of dangling bonds and the freeing
of hydrogen, which typically follows a power law time dependence [62]. The de-
passivation of these dangling bonds is done through interaction with a high-energy or
“hot” electron or hole. These dangling bonds then serve as a trap state and a center
for Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination. The increase in SRH recombination
can lead to the development of a significant leakage current, sharply degrading the
forward current gain βF over time, particularly at low bias levels. A representative
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mixed-mode stress response showing the degradation of the base current and current
gain is provided in Fig. 2.7. With the shrinking of breakdown voltages with device
scaling, aging effects due to operation at and beyond standard SOA boundaries be-
comes more significant, and the need to develop an understanding of the mechanisms
of aging becomes clear.
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CHAPTER 3
VERTICAL SUPERJUNCTION COLLECTORS FOR
ENHANCED BREAKDOWN PERFORMANCE IN SIGE
HBTS
This chapter reviews original research to introduce and develop the concept of a
vertical superjunction collector structure in a SiGe HBT platform. This analysis
resulted in two published works [1,2] and provides a look at the design and integration
of a superjunction collector in a SiGe BiCMOS technology.
3.1 Motivation
The use of advanced SiGe BiCMOS platforms for high-speed RF and mm-wave ap-
plications has driven a rapid development of SiGe HBT technologies as an alter-
native in traditionally III-V transistor dominated applications, offering the superior
integrability, yield, and cost benefits associated with silicon manufacturing. These
benefits have helped pushed SiGe BiCMOS to become a major player in applica-
tions such mm-wave radar, THz imaging, and multi-Gb/s wireless networks, with
state-of-the-art SiGe technologies now achieving cutoff frequencies fT above 500 GHz
and maximum oscillation frequencies fMAX as high as 720 GHz at room temperature
for conservative lithology [7]. Given that breakdown voltage must be sacrificed to
achieve such high-frequency performance, the practical application of these advanced
SiGe technologies are often limited by low breakdown voltages, which compromises
their RF power handling capabilities.
In SiGe HBT technologies, increased doping in the SIC region is used to boost fT
by delaying the onset of high-current effects such as base push-out (i.e., Kirk effect);
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however, this leads to increased impact ionization in the CB junction and degraded
breakdown voltages. Finding a way to decouple the fT/BVCEO trade-off (i.e., the
Johnson limit) in SiGe HBTs to enable the development of further advanced, but
widely usable, technologies remains an important question. Taking a closer look at the
traditional understanding of the Johnson limit, the maximum allowable breakdown
voltage and cutoff frequency pair for a given geometry is determined by the saturation
velocity vsat and breakdown field Ebreakdown of the material. When considering a
silicon-based platform, this figure-of-merit (FOM) provides an approximate limit of
300 GHz · V , given by





= 300 GHz · V. (3.1)
In a highly scaled device however, assumptions of saturation velocities may no longer
be generally valid due to device dimensions approaching the mean-free-path length
(i.e., WB >> λ). Additionally the non-local energy dependence of impact ionization
events partially invalidates the use of Ebreakdown. These deficiencies in the traditional
FOM give promise that there is room for improvement over the classically understood
limits.
Previous studies have proposed and shown simulated results for the use of a “su-
perjunction collector” to enhance the breakdown performance of SiGe HBTs [63–65].
The superjunction collector design uses a series of alternating pn-junctions embed-
ded in the CB SCR to manipulate the carrier temperature profile. In this study, a
practical superjunction collector device is developed based on a commercially avail-
able SiGe HBT platform intended for wireless power amplifier (PA) design [27]. Both
TCAD simulations and measurements are used to show the design parameterization
of a superjunction collector and demonstrate the practical limits of the technique.
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3.2 Breakdown and Superjunction Mechanics
Breakdown of the CB junction in a SiGe HBT under normal operating conditions is
traditionally caused by runaway carrier generation via impact ionization, or avalanche
generation, in the CB junction, which can combine with the intrinsic gain mechanism
at the EB junction to form a feedback loop and thereby create breakdown conditions.
Manipulating the impact ionization behavior through clever design of the collector
should therefore allow for increasing the device breakdown voltage. As current gain
is a useful feature of SiGe HBT operation and couples to many other device perfor-
mance metrics, changing the breakdown voltage by decreasing current gain can lead
to undesirable effects and is thus not viable as an optimization approach.
Impact ionization results from the acceleration via the electric field of carriers to
high energies, which can then ionize the lattice and create additional electron-hole
pairs. These secondarily generated carriers can induce additional impact ionization,
leading to an avalanche process and causing the device to enter breakdown. To delay
the onset of breakdown, the probability of carrier ionization must be reduced by
modifying the carrier energy profiles in the CB SCR. Using a calibrated TCAD model
of an npn SiGe HBT, hydrodynamic transport simulations can be used to analyze the
energy profile of carriers in the CB junction via the carrier temperature, as shown in
Fig. 3.1. As carriers must travel some distance in the electric field to reach the energy
threshold for impact ionization, the location of peak electron temperature does not
match the location of peak electric field, creating a so-called “dead space” region [66].
Through analysis of this non-local effect, insight can be given as to how to exploit the
dead space region to improve avalanche breakdown behavior. The electron ionization












Figure 3.1: Simulated electric field and electron temperature in the CB SCR
for both standard collector device demonstrating the dead space region as the
separation in the peak electric field and carrier temperature.
where a, b, c, d, and δ are fitting parameters. The non-local dead space effects are
accounted for in the use of the electron temperature Tn to calculate an effective electric
field Eeffn [67]. Because the peak in carrier temperature is caused by electrons traveling
through the dead space region, lowering the electric field near the CB metallurgical
junction will decrease the peak Tn. As αn has an exponential dependence on Tn, a
small decrease in Tn can lead to a significant decrease in αn. Additionally if the electric
field profile can be re-shaped without modifying the CB SCR width, the breakdown
voltage can be increased with minimal effect on ac performance, since the CB transit
time is largely determined by the SCR width when electric fields are sufficiently high
to reach velocity saturation.
Superjunction techniques have historically been applied to semiconductor power
devices, as the superjunction structure enables a high doping level for reduced on-state
resistance Ron and the sustainment of an electric field across a widened SCR under
high bias, improving upon the traditional Ron/breakdown voltage tradeoff [68–70]. By
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Figure 3.2: A lateral superjunction, with multiple n/p stripes displaced in the
third dimension of the drift region (after [68]).
replacing a uniformly, lowly doped drift region in a device with a series of alternating
p/n stripes or a superjunction, as in Fig. 3.2, the depletion edges of each stripe will
merge laterally to fully deplete the drift region when a sufficient voltage is applied.
The unique structure of these stripes will cause the potential to drop uniformly across
the drift region, enabling the sustainment of a large electric field. A similar method
using alternating p+/n+ layers has been used to manipulate the electric field and take
advantage of velocity overshoot behavior in AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs to create ballistic
collection transistors [71]. This methodology can be further modified to place a
superjunction structure vertically in CB SCR of a SiGe HBT in order to “flatten”
the electric field profile, improving breakdown performance [63,64].
In an npn device, the placement of a thin p+ layer inside the CB SCR will re-
distribute the electric field towards the newly introduced dopants, and an equivalent
compensating n+ layer placed adjacent to the p+ layer will maintain the SCR width,
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Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of a two-layer superjunction collector structure
within a typical SiGe HBT. Abrupt p/n stripes are stacked some distance from
the CB metallurgical junction. Doping levels (Nshallow/Ndeep) and layer widths
(Wshallow/Wdeep) may differ for the shallow and deep pairs of p/n stripes.
as a net zero charge is introduced. By using a series of superjunction layers as in
Fig. 3.3, the CB electric field profile can be reshaped to minimize avalanche genera-
tion while maintaining a constant SCR width. As used in traditional superjunction
devices for high-power applications, the ideal field distribution for maximizing break-
down is uniform, distributing the potential drop across the entire SCR. The field
and electron temperature profiles of an example device using Gaussian-shaped su-
perjunction layers are compared against a standard collector design in Fig. 3.4. The
addition of the superjunction layers leads to about a 20% decrease in both the peak
electric field and peak electron temperature. Due to the exponential dependence of
the ionization coefficient αn on the carrier temperature in (3.2), a significant decrease
in αn can be seen in Fig. 3.5, with more than an order of magnitude drop for the
simulated conditions.
The gains in breakdown performance due to the vertical superjunction collector
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Figure 3.4: Simulated electric field and electron temperature in the CB SCR
for both standard collector (dashed line) and superjunction collector (solid line)
designs demonstrating the dead space region.
Figure 3.5: Simulated electron temperature and electron ionization coefficient
in the CB SCR for both standard collector (dashed line) and superjunction
collector (solid line) designs.
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are determined by the degree to which the electric field distribution is reshaped and
made to uniform, which is in turn set by the amount and location of charge implanted
in the CB SCR via the superjunction layers. The limits of performance gains and
restrictions to superjunction design are explored through a parameterized study in
the following section.
3.3 Vertical Superjunction Collector Design Parameteriza-
tion
The exploration of superjunction design presented here follows the influence of various
superjunction layer parameters on the key device performance metrics BVCEO and
fT/fMAX. Simulation data presented in this section uses a model based on a first-
generation SiGe HBT device with a BVCEO of 6 V and fT/fMAX of 35/80 GHz [27].
Using this model, two sets of rectangular p/n layers were placed within the collector
region as in Fig. 3.3 and the layer doping levels, location, and shape (i.e. width
and relative doping levels) were modified to observe the effects of each parameter on
overall device performance. A standard design used in each parametric sweep has
a superjunction structure where the deep (farthest from the CB junction) and the
shallow (closest to the CB junction) layers are matched, with a peak doping level of
1.25× 1017 cm−3 and equal width, and are located 0.18 µm from the CB metallurgical
junction.
3.3.1 Doping Level
Since the primary driver of electric field redistribution is the volume of charge im-
planted within the depletion region, the doping level of superjunction layers will
logically have the most direct effect on breakdown enhancement in a superjunction
collector. As seen in Fig. 3.6, two clear behaviors of the superjunction become ap-
parent. For fixed layer thickness and position, BVCEO will increase with increasing
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Figure 3.6: Simulated BVCEO and peak fT values as a function of peak super-
junction layer doping with fixed layer thickness and position. fT values for
VCB = 0.5 V and 4 V correspond to undepleted and fully-depleted superjunction
layers, respectively.
doping until a point where BVCEO will start to degrade. The initial increase is ex-
pected as the CB electric field is more strongly redistributed with increasing doping,
and the decrease in BVCEO is caused by the creation of a secondary peak in carrier
temperature and impact ionization rates, as seen in Fig. 3.7. Additionally, peak fT
values decrease monotonically with increasing doping level. The primary driver of
this decrease is a premature onset of the Kirk effect and conductivity modulation
effects caused by the superjunction layers.
These conductivity modulation effects are a major concern for design at low-VCB.
Conductivity modulation occurs when a high level of injected carriers leads to a
quasi-saturation regime where the CB junction is effectively forward biased and is
essentially the low-VCE equivalent of the Kirk effect, where carriers are not moving
at vsat [72]. At low VCB bias, the p
+ layers will still alter the magnitude of the field
at the CB metallurgical junction even if they are undepleted. This allows for the CB
field to collapse at much lower current densities, as seen in Fig. 3.8(a), and carriers
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Figure 3.7: Simulated electron temperature (solid lines) and electron ionization
coefficient αn (dashed lines) in the CB SCR for a range of superjunction doping
values showing the development of a secondary ionization peak with increasing
doping.
will begin to accumulate at the front edge of the superjunction layer closest to the
base, as seen in Fig. 3.8(b). Due to this behavior, quasi-saturation behavior will begin
at a lower current density within the device, limiting fT/fMAX.
The severity of the conductivity modulation effect can be assessed through transit
time analysis focusing on the CB depletion region. Transit time analysis can be
used to monitor the contribution of individual regions within the device towards the
overall transit time τec [73]. The transit time is found by integrating over the charge












where ∆n is the small-signal differential in electron density, ∆jn is the small-signal




Figure 3.8: Simulated (a) electric field profiles showing an early collapse and
(b) electron density profiles for standard collector and superjunction collector
designs for VBE ranging 0.8−0.85 V , where conductivity modulation effects set in.
The field collapse and subsequent accumulation of carriers at the superjunction
edge leads to quasi-saturation at low VCB bias and the start of roll-off in fT /fmax.
The location of the p+ superjunction layers is marked by dotted lines.
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Figure 3.9: Accumulated transit time τec through standard and superjunction
collector devices for VCB = 0− 1 V . The field collapse and carrier accumulation
due to conductivity modulation cause a sharp increase in τec between the CB
metallurgical junction and the superjunction layers, marked by the dotted lines,
which improves with increasing VCB.
comparing the accumulated transit time of standard and superjunction collector de-
vices is shown in Fig. 3.9. At higher applied VCB values where the p
+ layers are fully
depleted and the peak CB field at the metallurgical junction, this quasi-saturation
behavior is mitigated, but the altered electric field distribution within the CB SCR
still leads to a minor accumulation of carriers compared to a standard collector de-
sign. This causes early onset of the Kirk effect and a slight decrease in peak fT/fMAX
values. As seen in Fig. 3.6, the relative change of peak fT values with collector-base
voltage (VCB) increases with increased p
+ layer doping due to this increased accu-
mulation. Mitigating the effects of this enhanced quasi-saturation behavior while
maximizing breakdown performance mandates a careful balance between the doping
level and placement of the superjunction layers within the collector. By considering
the fT ×BVCEO product to explore the tradeoff, we can find a maximum value and
ideal superjunction design at a doping value backed off of the peak BVCEO point.
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Figure 3.10: Simulated values for BVCEO and peak fT at VCB = 0.5/4 V as the
distance from the CB metallurgical junction to the leading edge of the most
shallow superjunction layer is swept.
3.3.2 Placement
Due to the degraded ac performance presented by an undepleted superjunction struc-
ture, its placement within the collector can have a large impact on overall device
performance. As the superjunction layers are moved closer to the CB metallurgical
junction and the peak electric field region, the superjunction will become fully de-
pleted at lower values of VCB. Ideally, the entire superjunction structure should be
depleted at zero VCB bias to minimize quasi-saturation behavior. As the superjunc-
tion is moved closer to the CB junction, the amount of superjunction layer charge
the depletion region can support without developing a secondary ionization peak is
reduced. If the superjunction layers are placed too close to the natural position of
peak electric field and carrier temperature, those peaks will instead be enhanced and
degrade breakdown behavior, but at the same time, the accumulation of carriers on
the front side of the superjunction decreases as it moves closer to the CB metallur-
gical junction. This tradeoff between quasi-saturation degradation and breakdown
enhancement can be seen clearly in Fig. 3.10 where the location of the superjunction
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layers relative to the CB metallurgical junction is swept. Again, at sufficiently high
VCB bias where the superjunction is fully depleted, quasi-saturation is not a concern
and fT/fmax values show minimal change with layer placement, but at low VCB, a
clear inflection point can be seen around a distance of 0.2 µm where the superjunction
layers begin to move entirely into the zero-bias CB depletion region.
3.3.3 Shape
In traditional superjunction power devices, uniformly doped, symmetric p/n stripes
are created parallel to the direction of current flow to evenly distribute the electric
field across the drift region and maximize breakdown. In the context of the vertical
processing flow of a modern SiGe HBT collector, this method of depletion region ma-
nipulation cannot be achieved with superjunction layers perpendicular to the direction
of current flow. It is possible, however, to use a series on non-uniformly doped, asym-
metric superjunction layers to linearize the potential drop across the SCR and make
the electric field more uniform. In our two-layer superjunction collector structure,
the ratio of peak doping level between the deep and shallow layers (Ndeep/Nshallow
in Fig. 3.3) was varied while keeping the total integrated charge volume constant.
BVCEO will increase as a larger portion of the net integrated charge in the superjunc-
tion layers is shifted to the deeper layer as seen in Fig. 3.11, though a limit exists
where the highly doped deeper layer can cause an excessive peak in the electric field
and lead to a decrease in breakdown voltage. This behavior is evident in the black
curve in Fig. 3.11 for equal width superjunction layers. However, distributing the
integrated charge over a larger area, as evidenced by the increase of BVCEO with
increasing asymmetry of layer width in Fig. 3.11, leads to more gradual changes in
the electric field and smaller secondary ionization peaks. Changes in ac performance
metrics with the integrated charge distribution are negligible when considering a fully
depleted superjunction structure, but changes in quasi-saturation behavior must be
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Figure 3.11: Simulated values of BVCEO for varying doping ratio Ndeep/Nshallow
between the deep and shallow superjunction layers. With the shallow layer
width (Wshallow) held constant, variation of the width of the deep layer (Wdeep)
shows an increase in BVCEO with increasing width.
considered to prevent strong accumulation behavior triggered by too highly-doped or
too wide superjunction layers.
3.4 Practical Superjunction Fabrication
While the vertical superjunction collector offers an intriguing method to boost and
partially decouple the breakdown and high-frequency performance characteristics of
a SiGe HBT (effectively “violating” the classical Johnson limit), the practicality of
inserting a superjunction structure without disrupting the process flow of a modern
SiGe BiCMOS technology platform remains a question for commercial implementa-
tion. Simple modification of pre-existing processing steps without the need for ad-
ditional masksets would be the ideal method for superjunction integration, and with
that objective, two separate methods for exploring the practicality of integration are
apparent. In both methods, the charge compensating dopant species is integrated into
the background SIC doping level to decrease the number of layers instead of using
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Figure 3.12: Device cross-section and schematic example profiles with inte-
grated compensating dopant for the (top) modified epi method and (bottom)
low-energy implant method.
alternating p-n regions (i.e. increased dose of a phosphorus SIC implant in an npn
device). In addition to simplifying the structure, this removes the need to alternate
between n- and p-type dopant species, which can be problematic. This simplified
superjunction structure has been previously shown through simulation to have neg-
ligible performance difference compared to an alternating pn-junction structure [64].
Schematic examples of each method to be described below are shown in Fig. 3.12.
In a typical npn SiGe HBT, the SiGe base layer is grown by low temperature
epitaxy (LTE) on top of a n-type epi-layer. The base region is formed by depositing a
thin boron layer simultaneous to the SiGe alloy growth, but if a series of boron layers
are included during the growth of the buffer layer and Ge retrograde, an abrupt
superjunction can be carefully placed within the CB SCR. Charge introduced in
these p+ regions can be compensated for by modifying a shallow SIC implant that
covers the intrinsic buffer region.
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A second method for superjunction fabrication is the use of low-energy boron
implants before growing the SiGe epi-layer. For a device with SIC implants applied
before SiGe epi-growth, these superjunction implants can be performed with the same
blockout mask. The effectiveness of this method is limited by the thickness of the
SiGe epi-layer as control over the superjunction location is restricted, but no mod-
ifications to the SiGe epi-layer growth process are necessary. Using the simplified
superjunction improves the manufacturability of this design particularly, due to lim-
itations in stacking low-energy narrow implants from a single interface. Interrupting
collector-epi growth and placing superjunction implants from multiple growth inter-
faces could allow for greater freedom in superjunction shaping but may be undesirable
in a commercial BiCMOS process flow.
The GLOBALFOUNDRIES 5PAE platform, a 0.35 µm SiGe HBT platform with
a BVCEO of 6 V and fT/fMAX of 35/80 GHz, was chosen as the model technology
for this set of superjunction experiments. In the initial design of these experimental
devices, a control device was fabricated to have similar performance characteristics
of the process-of-record (POR) 5PAE device while maintaining a process flow con-
ducive to experimenting with and modeling superjunction parameters. The super-
junction device fabricated during the first round of experiments uses the low-energy
implant method due to its simplicity in integration. The control device has a thick
SiGe epi-layer, so the superjunction does not sit within the zero-bias CB SCR. This
heavily degrades the frequency response at low VCB due to an enhancement of quasi-
saturation behavior. This deep placement though does provide the opportunity to
use an aggressive superjunction structure with a high level of integrated dopant due
to the large area the CB SCR spreads over at high VCB bias. Such a deep structure
allows for significant gains in breakdown performance, and as these SiGe HBTs are
intended for use in PA design, any gains in voltage-swing capability and linearity are
noteworthy.
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Figure 3.13: Measured Gummel characteristics showing matched collector and
base current densities for the control and superjunction collector devices.
3.5 Superjunction Measurement Results
Measurements presented here are from the 5PAE platform, the separate experimen-
tal control profile, and a superjunction collector design utilizing low-energy boron
implants at the SiGe epi-growth interface. All measurements presented here were
performed on a multi-finger device with emitter area AE = 0.8× 20 µm2 × 3. This
device geometry was chosen based on availability and the importance of multi-finger
devices in compact PA design. Comparisons to the commercially-available 5PAE
device are given where informative to allow for envisioning the benefits of a fully
optimized superjunction design.
The Gummel characteristics of both the control and superjunction devices are
ideal as shown in Fig. 3.13. As expected, the addition of the superjunction structure
has negligible effect on the current drive and current gain characteristics of the device.
This supports the notion that, to first order, the presence of the superjunction has
no effect on operation of the EB junction. The fixed-IB output characteristics for
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Figure 3.14: Measured fixed-IB output characteristics for the control and super-
junction profile designs. Small signal output resistance ro for JB = 0.1 µA/µm
2
is shown in the inset and demonstrates the effects of conductivity modulation
at low VCE due to quasi-saturation effects.
the control and superjunction profiles, measured in Fig. 3.14, also show near ideal
behavior, with the two devices having matched characteristics in the forward-active
regime. The superjunction profile demonstrates quasi-saturation behavior at higher
current levels with degraded output conductance at low-VCE due to the p
+ region
outside the zero-bias SCR, but the difference in avalanche behavior due to breakdown
at high-VCE is readily apparent in the “flatness” of the curves, which should present
a gain to linearity performance.
To directly measure the effects of the superjunction on breakdown behavior,
BVCEO has been measured across a range of input emitter current densities via find-
ing the base current reversal point under fixed-IE operation. Avalanche breakdown
occurs at the point when the avalanche multiplication factor (M − 1) and β product
equals 1 representing a positive feedback process, and this condition can be directly
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Figure 3.15: Measured BVCEO vs input JE curves under fixed-IE operation for
the control, superjunction, and commercial 5PAE device designs. BVCEO was
extracted from measurement via the base current reversal point.
measured outside of open-base conditions by finding the base current reversal point,
where the avalanche contribution to IB is equivalent to the VCB = 0 value resulting
in IB = 0 [13]. As shown in Fig. 3.15, the superjunction collector design provides an
extraordinary 41% (2.30 V ) increase in the minimum BVCEO value over the standard
collector design. The control device sees worsened breakdown characteristics com-
pared to the 5PAE device, but with an optimized superjunction design applied to a
commercial platform, a similar increase in BVCEO could be expected. As the current
gain β for each of these devices is about 100, breakdown should occur the point where
(M − 1) ≈ 0.01, and as expected, the differences in voltage at that point, shown in
Fig. 3.16, matches the differences in minimum BVCEO in Fig. 3.15. This confirms
that the gains in BVCEO provided by the superjunction design are due to reduced
levels of avalanche generation.
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Figure 3.16: Measured (M − 1) curves extracted from fixed-IE operation for the
control, superjunction, and commercial 5PAE device designs. With β ≈ 100 for
each device, the voltage shifts for (M −1) = 0.01 match the differences in BVCEO.
Moving to characterization of the ac performance by the superjunction struc-
ture, the measured fT and fMAX at low VCB, shown in Fig. 3.17, shows an expected
degradation of frequency response. This drop in measured fT/fMAX is due to the
(unoptimized) deep superjunction inducing quasi-saturation within the device. The
frequency response for higher VCB, shown in Fig. 3.18, shows an expected recovery of
fT and fMAX as the superjunction layers become fully depleted and quasi-saturation
is no longer a concern. Further secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) analysis
of the superjunction device revealed a more aggressive than intended superjunction
structure with an overly wide p+ region. While this can contribute to further BVCEO
enhancement, the negative effects of this design on quasi-saturation behavior and
early triggering of the Kirk effect is apparent in Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18.
Also shown are the measured results from a device design incorporating both a
superjunction collector and a modified EB junction. A separate experiment was run
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Figure 3.17: Measured fT (dashed lines) and fMAX (solid lines) at VCB = 1 V for
the control, superjunction, and modified EB superjunction devices.
Figure 3.18: Measured fT (dashed lines) and fMAX (solid lines) at VCB = 3 V for
the control, superjunction, and modified EB superjunction devices.
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Figure 3.19: Figure of merit (PeakfMAX) × (min.BVCEO) plotted across applied
VCB for the control, superjunction, modified EB superjunction, and commercial
5PAE device designs. The inset plot shows a Johnson curve plot for the values
at VCB = 4 V with constant product lines at 500/700 GHz-V .
aimed at reducing the EB junction capacitance while maintaining matched dc perfor-
mance, and the two designs were combined to test the independence of their contri-
butions to device performance. As can be seen, the modified EB structure achieves
the goal of enhanced fT/fMAX. Likewise, the high-current roll-off behavior matches
the superjunction structure. Additionally, the dc performance of the hybrid design
matches the standard superjunction design, with identical Gummel characteristics,
output characteristics, and breakdown.
The tradeoff between fT and breakdown voltage represents a fundamental chal-
lenge in the development of high-performance SiGe HBT technologies [10, 74]. The
“superjunction” collector design detailed here presents an interesting solution for par-
tially decoupling these two important performance metrics. Benchmarking via the
product of fT or fMAX and BVCEO gives an understanding of the relative perfor-
mance of these devices, as shown in Fig. 3.19. The superjunction profile suffers at
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low VCB but shows an improved figure-of-merit at higher bias, even surpassing the
5PAE device at high VCB. Additionally the enhanced breakdown performance, seen
particularly in the “flatness” of IC in Fig. 3.14, potentially represents a significant
gain for large-signal performance in PA applications.
3.6 Improved Superjunctions
In a second round of experiments, the control device was redesigned and additional
superjunction variants using a less aggressive design were implemented. Having shown
proof of concept in the first design round of the capability of the superjunction collec-
tor to enhance breakdown performance, care was taken in the second run to design a
more practical superjunction that still achieves breakdown enhancement with minimal
degradation of ac performance. As epitaxially grown superjunction layers are able
to be more tightly controlled, both implanted and epitaxial superjunction structures
were designed to be fabricated. In the second design run, the control was redesigned
to account for deficiencies in the design of the base region in the original run. An ad-
ditional experiment performed in conjunction with the superjunction design sought to
explore optimization of the EB junction for improved fT/fMAX . Due to tool related
issues, the base region was not fabricated as desired in the first run, and the control
was redesigned for a second design run to account for these issues. As the superjunc-
tion structure solely manipulates the characteristics of the CB junction, this control
redesign largely did not affect the superjunction device performance, as evidenced
by the apparent independence of the performance enhancements provided by the EB
modification and the superjunction in the first round of experiments.
As an additional note, TCAD simulations of ideal 2-D analytical structures ap-
proximating both epitaxially grown and implanted superjunction structures were per-
formed. The two variants showed negligible difference in regards to device breakdown
and small-signal performance for equivalent superjunction layer parameters. This
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Figure 3.20: Measured fT /fMAX curves at VCB = 0.5 V for the control and
epitaxial superjunction devices showing matched fT and a degraded fMAX for
the superjunction.
means that the choice in the method for superjunction integration with SiGe HBT
processing steps becomes a tradeoff between the need for precise control over the
structure with an epitaxial superjunction and an easily integrated structure with an
implanted superjunction.
3.6.1 Epitaxial Superjunctions
In measurement of the epitaxially grown superjunction collector devices, however,
unforeseen behavior was observed indicating an issue with the design. The control
device showed a measured BVCEO of about 5.3 V and the epitaxially grown super-
junction device showed no change in the breakdown performance, while the chosen
design exhibited a BVCEO about 1 V higher than the control device in simulations.
When measuring ac performance as well, the epitaxial superjunction showed a near
identical fT curve to the control device, shown in Fig. 3.20, which matches the design
simulations. A drop of about 10% in peak fMAX is seen however, which for equivalent
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Figure 3.21: Measured inverse mode Gummel characteristic for the control and
epitaxial superjunction devices.
fT indicates a shift in rb and/or Cbc [13]. When observing the inverse mode Gummel
characteristics of the epitaxial superjunction compared to the control device, shown
in Fig. 3.21, two things of note appear. First, both the base and collector current are
suppressed at high injection. Coupled with the fact that the inverse mode collector
current is identical at lower injection, this change indicates a likely increase in the
base resistance for the superjunction device. Second, the low injection base current
shows a non-exponential behavior, likely indicating the presence of parasitic trans-
port mechanisms such as tunneling. The control device also shows a highly non-ideal
base current, but it has a pure 2kT/q recombination slope, likely indicating a poorly
designed collector. These non-idealities only appear during inverse mode operation
and were present in the first run of devices as well.
The likely cause for these degradations in the superjunction device is the super-
junction layers interfering with the operation of the extrinsic base. These devices were
process simulated with a 1-D simulator only, and the 2-D structure used in design
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Figure 3.22: Measured BVCEO vs input JE curves under fixed-IE operation for
the revised control and implanted superjunction device designs found via the
base current reversal point.
was an idealized structure, likely inaccurate in the extrinsic regions of the device. In
fabrication, it is possible that the superjunction layers could combine with the out-
diffused extrinsic base. This could potentially provide an unintended resistive path
for base current as well as broadening the extrinsic CB overlap capacitance, which
could describe the unexpected performance degradations.
3.6.2 Implanted Superjunctions
The revised implanted superjunction device, however, showed excellent improvement,
resolving many of the issues the overly aggressive design of the first experiment. By
moving to a less aggressive superjunction design, BVCEO improvements were lessened,
but as shown in Fig. 3.22, an approximately 2 V gain was still achieved. BVCBO
was additionally measured for these devices. Across a full wafer, the control device
measured BVCBO = 19.2 ± 0.2 V and the superjunction device measured BVCBO =
19.8 ± 0.2 V . Without a larger multi-wafer sample size, it would be difficult to
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Figure 3.23: Measured fixed-IB output characteristics for the improved control
and superjunction profile designs. In comparison to Fig. 3.14, conductivity
modulation effects at low-VCE have been corrected.
determine if the difference in BVCBO is due to process variation or the superjunction,
but it can be stated with confidence that the superjunction inclusion does not degrade
BVCBO in this technology.
Considering the forced-IB output characteristics, seen in Fig. 3.23, the harmful
conductivity modulation effects at low-VCE have been corrected for, and the control
and superjunction devices nearly match, with the breakdown improvement clearly
evident at high VCE. A small degradation in the knee voltage is observed however,
but the cause of this change is unknown at this point in time.
Looking at the small-signal ac response in Fig. 3.24, fT/fMAX look much improved
over the first superjunction design. There remains a reduction in peak (fT/fMAX)
due to early onset of the Kirk effect, but the reduction remains in the 10−20% range,




Figure 3.24: Measured fT /fMAX for revised control and implanted superjunction
devices at (a) VCB = 1 V and (b) VCB = 3 V .
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Figure 3.25: Figure of merit (PeakfMAX) × (min.BVCEO) plotted across applied
VCB for the revised control, revised superjunction, original superjunction, and
commercial 5PAE device designs.
As a final comparison to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the revised superjunc-
tion designs, the peak fMAX × BVCEO product is shown in Fig. 3.25 and should be
compared to Fig. 3.19. The revised superjunction device maintains a FOM exceeding
the control device for all bias conditions and even matches the commercial 5PAE
device across bias. Given the lack of extensive process simulation and optimization
taken in this design process, it would be reasonable to expect that the superjunction
device can exceed the commercial device with further optimization.
3.7 Summary
This work investigated the processing methods to create a SiGe HBT with a su-
perjunction collector for enhanced breakdown performance using layers of alternating
pn-junctions embedded in the CB SCR. The limiting factors on superjunction perfor-
mance were investigated and the trade space for successful superjunction design was
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defined. Measurements of a superjunction collector designs show an impressive im-
provements in BVCEO and an expected reduction in fT/fMAX due to enhanced quasi-
saturation behavior. While overly aggressive superjunction designs showed severely
degraded performance at low VCB, revised designs showed superjunction devices with
performance exceeding the control device and even matching the commercially opti-
mized 5PAE device across bias.
The implanted superjunction structure was shown to have the potential to improve
device performance across the board. Results for the epitaxially grown superjunction
were mixed with unexpected behavior having been measured, likely attributed to a
parasitic interaction between the superjunction layers and the extrinsic BC junction.
The performance metrics intrinsic to the internal device such as the forward-mode
Gummel characteristics and fT showed little change, which provides hope that the




HOT CARRIER AGING IN SIGE HBTS
This chapter introduces in detail the concepts of hot carrier aging in SiGe HBTs
and reviews original research investigating and differentiating the various mecha-
nisms driving hot carrier degradation. Portions of this analysis have resulted in two
publications [3, 4]. Provided in this study is an exploration of the different damage
mechanisms present during mixed-mode and high-current stress and a comparison of
the different characteristics they present. Evidence to support Auger generation as
the driving mechanism during high-current stress is provided including both a range
of measurements and TCAD simulations.
4.1 Motivation
A consequence of continuous device scaling driven by the desire for greater perfor-
mance is the shrinking of classical safe operating area (SOA) boundaries, due to the
drop in breakdown associated with enhancing high-frequency performance. As circuit
designers seek to maximize the circuit performance afforded by a given SiGe tech-
nology platform, operating conditions are inevitably pushed nearer and nearer to the
DC-defined SOA boundaries. Because of this, an understanding of the physics that
determine the time-to-failure (TTF) for a circuit is necessary. The main concern with
end-of-life performance of a circuit is how circuit parameters shift due to transistor
degradation over time. The primary result of aging in a SiGe is the generation of
interface traps at the emitter-base (EB) spacer oxide and the shallow trench isolation
(STI) oxide by “hot,” or high-energy, charge carriers, which causes the base current
to increase over time (i.e., degrade). In reverse-EB stress, the high electric field in the
EB junction will accelerate carriers from the base to emitter, but the degradation will
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be dominated by electrons tunneling from the base valence band to the emitter [75].
Under forward-active mode biasing, where most devices will typically operate, hot
carrier degradation is generally caused by the mixed-mode degradation mechanism
[59,60], which can be traced to the generation of hot carriers by large electric fields in
the CB junction under simultaneous high VCB and moderate JC biasing conditions.
In particular, the main source of hot carriers in mixed-mode stress operation is the ac-
celeration of secondary carriers generated via impact ionization (e.g., holes generated
in the CB junction of an npn device) [76]. Interestingly, similar hot carrier driven
interface trap generation has also been seen under simultaneous low-voltage and high-
current stress conditions, where electric fields are not large enough to produce hot
carriers. The most commonly cited explanation for hot carrier generation is a non-
radiative Auger generation process that becomes a dominant mode of recombination
at high-current density [48–50].
Other modes of degradation have also been reported on, particularly additional
structural degradations associated with high-current density stress. The most com-
monly cited change has been a shift in the ideal base current at medium-to-high
values of VBE, with both increases and decreases in the current having been reported.
This has been attributed to degradation of emitter poly/mono-crystalline Si interface
[49, 54, 77, 78]. Variance in behavior can likely be attributed to the quality of the in-
terface and the presence of trace oxide along the poly-Si boundary, with degradation
leading to either an increase in tunneling centers at the interface [50], an increase in
the recombination velocity at the interface [49, 51], or a change in the local mobility
due to the creation of trap states along polysilicon grain boundaries in the emitter
near the EB interface [78].
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4.2 Hot-Carrier Physics
In order to understand the differences between mixed-mode and high-current stress
degradation mechanisms, an understanding of hot carrier driven trap creation is nec-
essary. Hot-carrier degradation relies on two major processes: 1) the generation and
transport of hot carriers , and 2) the formation and annealing of traps at oxide in-
terfaces [79]. These processes occur under traditional mixed-mode stress conditions
when minority carriers from the base enter the CB depletion region and are acceler-
ated by the high electric field. These carriers can gain sufficient energy to undergo
impact ionization, creating additional energetic carrier pairs. These newly generated
hot carriers can then proceed to participate in additional impact-ionization events,
creating an avalanche effect. Throughout this process, energetic carriers can impact
and interact with oxide interfaces, which are layered with a variety of dangling bond
states. During fabrication, hydrogen is introduced to the system to passivate these
dangling bonds, as they serve as harmful mid-gap trap states if left electrically active.
If hot carriers reach the oxide interfaces with sufficient energy, they can de-passivate
dangling bonds at the interface to reactivate these trap states [79]. Traps will gener-
ally be created across many regions of oxide in the device, but the particular regions of
interest are at the EB spacer oxide and STI oxide interfaces. When trap states are cre-
ated along these oxide interfaces, any generated traps present in the EB or CB space
charge region will lead to an increase in the non-ideal base current in forward-mode
and inverse-mode (electrical E and C swapped/reverse-active mode), respectively, due
to increased Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination. As the effects on the forward-
mode operation are more relevant to typical circuit operation, the traps generated at
the EB spacer oxide are of greater concern for normal device use, but measuring the
traps along the STI interface serves as a useful tool for reliability characterization.
The generation and transport of hot carriers has commonly been modeled using
the “lucky-electron model” (LEM), which applies individual probabilities to each
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step in the hot carrier degradation process. The lucky-electron model was originally
formulated as a method for predicting channel hot-electron injection for gate leakage
current in MOSFETs [80]. The model provides probabilities for several different
components of hot carrier injection, namely 1) the probability that a carrier will
gain sufficient energy to overcome the energetic barrier presented by the gate, 2) the
probability that the hot carrier will be redirected from the channel towards the gate,
and 3) the probability that the hot carrier will traverse to the location of the energy
barrier peak with sufficient energy to overcome it. Variations on this model have
been formulated over the years to deal the complexities of sub-micron devices such as
non-constant electric fields and a need to consider carrier energy in lieu of the electric
field [81]. Given its success in predicting degradation in MOSFETs, it has since been
adapted for modeling mixed-mode stress and the acceleration of carriers via the CB
electric field in a SiGe HBT [82, 83]. A note to consider with the LEM, however,
is that its physical accuracy is limited in describing carrier energy distributions and
the propagation of hot carriers over a distance. The LEM, however, still remains an
invaluable tool for providing a high level understanding of the processes behind hot
carrier degradation.
A discussion of the various elements of the LEM adapted to a SiGe HBT environ-
ment following [83] is provided here. A schematic view of the hot carrier degradation
process is provided in Fig. 4.1. The rate at which interface states are created is di-
rectly related to the rate at which hot carriers impact the oxide interface. Following




· P1 · P2 (4.1)
where |Jn,p| is the electron or hole current density, P1 is the probability that a car-
rier will gain the threshold energy φhot to de-passivate a dangling bond and will be
redirected toward the oxide interface, and P2 is the probability that hot carriers will
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Figure 4.1: Cross-section of a 2-D device model annotated with the basic process
of the mixed-mode degradation mechanism (after [83]).
traverse the distance to the oxide with sufficient energy remaining to create a trap










and Pred(ε) is the probability that that carrier will undergo a redirecting collision











In an npn device under mixed-mode conditions, this redirection probability for
electrons being redirected towards the EB interface remains low given the natural
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transport path from emitter to collector; however, holes originating as secondary
carriers generated by impact ionization events have a relatively high probability of
being directed towards the EB oxide while also becoming hot [76].
Once at an oxide interface, trap formation by hot carriers is caused by de-passivation
of silicon dangling bonds along the interface. The reaction-diffusion (R-D) framework
has long been used to model trap state creation in MOSFETs that lead to bias tem-
perature instability (BTI) [62], but has also been adapted successfully to explain hot
carrier effects in bipolar devices [83]. The evolution of the interface state density Nit
can be computed from the R-D formalism considering both forward (damaging) and
reverse (annealing) reactions, given by
∂Nit
∂t
= KF (N0 −Nit)−KRNitH2 (4.5)
where N0 is the total dangling bond density, NH is the density of hydrogen at the
interface, KF is the forward reaction rate, and KR is the reverse reaction rate. Under
normal conditions, the time dependence of the actual passivation and de-passivation
processes are taken to be near instantaneous, which leads to primary time dependence
of the reaction being driven by the rate at which freed hydrogen released from the
dangling bonds is able to diffuse away. Under the assumption that the process is far





· (DH · t)α (4.6)
where DH is the hydrogen diffusion rate in the oxide and α sets the power-law time
dependence [62]. For a diffusion limited reaction, the value of α will vary depending
on the species of diffusing hydrogen: 1/6 for H2, 1/4 for H
0, and 1/2 for H+, and
in a reaction limited process, meaning hydrogen diffusion is fast relative to the rate
of trap creation or nonexistent, the time exponent will be 1 [84]. This situation
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of a e-e-h Auger recombination process,
where an e-h pair recombine and donate energy to a third carrier.
is most prominent during early stress times. In SiGe HBTs, stress measurements
have typically shown an evolution with a time exponent in the range 0.2-0.3 [82,83],
indicating a process limited by the diffusion of atomic hydrogen.
When examining degradation under high-current stress, we again see an increase
in the non-ideal base current and a similar time dependence. This suggests that
high-current degradation physics has a framework similar to mixed-mode degradation
physics. Under low-voltage, high-current stress, the large electric field needed to
produce hot carriers is missing. However if another mechanism is capable of producing
hot carriers, then it is reasonable to assume that the proceeding processes of re-
direction, travel to an oxide interface, and de-passivation of a dangling bond are
the same. A prevalent process and likely source of hot carriers under high-current
operation is Auger recombination, wherein an electron-hole pair recombines and a
third free carrier is subsequently accelerated to higher energy, shown schematically
in Fig. 4.2. In a SiGe HBT, Auger generation should not typically be able to provide
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the energy required to de-passivate a silicon dangling bond at the oxide interface as
the band gap of silicon is less than the 2.3 eV needed to initiate de-passivation, but
with a sufficient carrier density, repeated recombination processes or many-carrier
interactions should be able to populate the energy distribution function (EDF) at
higher energy with a sufficiently large thermal tail, which shows a Maxwellian shape
[85].
Similar to the avalanching impact-ionization process that plays a large role in
mixed-mode degradation, a possible avalanching of the Auger process, which is es-
sentially the inverse process to impact ionization, would provide sufficient energy for
hot carrier degradation. Studies of hot carrier injection in MOSFETs have shown
that Auger recombination and the similar electron-electron scattering process can
contribute to hot carrier degradation under certain conditions [86,87]. Though it has
reduced probability of creating hot carriers with sufficient energy, the Auger genera-
tion degradation process is enhanced relative to mixed-mode degradation due to the
physical location where these processes occur within the device. The highest rates
of Auger generation occur in the EB depletion region or within the neutral base,
as opposed to the CB depletion region for high fields in mixed-mode stress. Given
the increased proximity to the EB spacer oxide of Auger generated hot carriers, the
probability of energy-robbing collisions is reduced exponentially because hot carriers
have to travel a shorter distance.
4.3 Device Stress Measurements
The devices used in this investigation were first-generation SiGe HBTs from a 0.3 µm
commercial complementary SiGe HBT technology with a 50 GHz peak fT at JC
of about 1 − 2 mA/µm2, and a minimum BVCEO of 3.3 V . Measurements were
performed on-wafer using an automated DC probing system equipped with a hot-
chuck for over-temperature measurements. Transistors were stressed using an Agilent
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Figure 4.3: Measurement setup for hot carrier stress characterization with a
fixed emitter current density JE and collector-base voltage VCB.
4155C Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer by pulling a set current density through
the emitter and applying a set reverse-bias voltage across the CB junction with the
base grounded for a pre-determined time interval. The basic stress setup is shown
in Fig. 4.3. Device degradation was monitored by periodically interrupting the stress
and measuring forward-mode and inverse-mode Gummel characteristics. Each stress
condition was measured on a fresh unstressed device.
4.3.1 Mixed-Mode Stress
In this study, mixed-mode stress data is briefly examined to set a baseline for com-
parison with the high-current stress results. A stress condition representative of peak
avalanche generation in mixed-mode stress is shown in Fig. 4.4, which shows the time
evolution of a device’s forward and inverse Gummel characteristics over 10, 000 s, for
a stress bias of JE = 400 µA/µm
2 and VCB = 7 V . As expected for a high-voltage
stress condition, the non-ideal base current in both the forward-mode (Fig. 4.4(a))
and inverse-mode (Fig. 4.4(b)) Gummel characteristics increases, which indicates the
formation of interface traps at the EB spacer oxide and at the STI oxide edge, re-
spectively.
The degradation of these devices was measured across a large set of bias points in
the mixed-mode stress region, and as seen the stress map shown in Fig. 4.5(a), mixed-
mode stress follows the same bias dependency as avalanche generation, shown in




Figure 4.4: Mixed-mode stress evolution over 10, 000 s for the stress condition
JE = 400 µA/µm
2 and VCB = 7 V . (a) Forward-mode and (b) inverse-mode
Gummel characteristics show the effects of interface traps at the EB spacer




Figure 4.5: Mixed-mode stress evolution over 10, 000 s for the stress condition
JE = 400 µA/µm
2 and VCB = 7 V . (a) Forward-mode and (b) inverse-mode
Gummel characteristics show the effects of interface traps at the EB spacer
oxide and STI oxide, respectively.
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impact ionization rates and hot carrier probability, and the degradation increases with
current due to the increase in available carriers to participate in damage physics. At
high currents, however, the degradation decreases rapidly due to the Kirk effect, which
collapses the CB electric field and pushes the hot carrier generation location away
from the EB spacer oxide. Trap creation along the STI oxide, however, will continue to
increase with current density despite the Kirk effect because the hot carrier generation
location moves along, not away from, the interface. A more detailed explanation on
the bias dependencies of mixed-mode stress in the framework of the LEM can be
found in [83].
4.3.2 High-Current Stress
Using the same setup as utilized during mixed-mode stress, devices were stressed at
current densities larger than JC at peak fT . In order isolate the effects of high-current
damage from and mixed-mode effects, stress voltages were kept small to minimize the
contribution of field-generated hot carriers to trap generation. The evolution of the
Gummel characteristics over 10, 000 s, for a representative high-current stress bias of
JE = 20 mA/µm
2 and VCB = 1 V , is shown in Fig. 4.6. An increase in the non-
ideal base current is apparent in both forward-mode (Fig. 4.6(a)) and inverse-mode
(Fig. 4.6(b)) operation, which indicates interface trap creation at the EB spacer and
STI oxides.
Upon closer inspection of the Gummel characteristics, additional current shifts
are visible. As shown in Fig. 4.7, there is a small initial decrease in the ideal base
current as well as an eventual increase in both the collector and base current for
high values of VBE. This has previously been attributed to an annealing process
of interface traps at the poly-silicon/crystalline-silicon emitter interface that reduces
recombination at the interface and leads to a decrease in the emitter resistance RE




Figure 4.6: High-current stress evolution over 10, 000 s for the stress condition
JE = 20mA/µm
2 and VCB = 1 V . (a) Forward-mode and (b) inverse-mode Gum-
mel characteristics show the effects of interface traps at the EB spacer oxide
and STI oxide, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Time evolution of base and collector current for the stress condition
JE = 20 mA/µm
2 and VCB = 1 V . Non-ideal base current shifts are evident at
low VBE, and shifts in the ideal base current and RE are evident at higher VBE.
high as 30% in a silicon BiCMOS platform and 15 − 20% in a higher performance
SiGe HBT platform, respectively. A more recent study looking at similar effects in
a highly scaled SiGe BiCMOS platform has attributed such performance shifts at
high injection to the creation and annealing of trap states along polysilicon grain
boundaries within the emitter, which degrades mobility and thus back-injection from
the base and resistivity [78]. Sacrificial or unintentional oxides at the poly-Si/c-Si are
uncommon in highly scaled SiGe BiCMOS platforms, which also tend to have larger
grain size (more crystalline) polysilicon emitters. The exact nature of these effects
has been seen to vary significantly from technology-to-technology, from which we can
infer these degradation processes are highly sensitive to the quality of the interface
and the availability of atomic hydrogen, and the end result will be some combination
of interfacial oxide and polysilicon degradation. Additionally, an effect involving the
Germanium profile that leads to increased damage, explored in more detail later in
this study, may also contribute to the difference compared to the silicon BiCMOS
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Figure 4.8: Base current degradation at VBE = 0.5 V from forward and inverse
mode Gummel characteristics after 10, 000 s of stress at VCB = 1 V and range of
emitter current densities.
platform presented in [49]. As these devices show minimal annealing behavior, the
changes in the non-ideal base current due to trap creation will overtake the effects of
the annealing over time.
Looking at the effects of high-current stress over a wider range of stress conditions,
a few different behaviors become apparent. When examining the effect over a wider
range of current densities, an interesting threshold appears around a stress current
density of 10 mA/µm2, as shown in Fig. 4.8. For a stress below 10 mA/µm2, the base
current indicates both damage and annealing behaviors over time, represented by a
base current that oscillates up down but remains near the unstressed value. Referring
to the R-D formalism, we can infer that there is a range of current values where the
forward and reverse reaction rates, KF and KR, are balanced. The reverse reaction
process is driven by the availability of hydrogen species in proximity of the oxide
interface and is greatly affected by temperature due to change in hydrogen diffusivity
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Figure 4.9: Base current degradation at VBE = 0.5 V from forward and inverse
mode Gummel characteristics after 10, 000 s of stress at JE = 20 mA/µm
2 and
range of collector-base voltages.
[62]. At high current densities, self-heating within the device can become significant,
leading to an increased reverse reaction; however, it is clear that above a certain
current density, the forward reaction process begins to dominate. The cause of this
behavior is discussed in the following section. Fig. 4.8 also shows that degradation
of the inverse mode is significantly less than forward mode degradation, which is due
to the STI oxide interface being located farther away from the region of peak Auger
regeneration in the EB depletion region and the neutral base.
As the stress voltage is increased while maintaining a very high current density,
one would expect the forward mode damage to increase as the mixed-mode mecha-
nism begins to contribute; however, minimal change in the damage at the EB oxide
occurs, as seen in the forward mode data in Fig. 4.9. Considering the Kirk effect
is strongly engaged, causing the maximum electric field to decrease and push deep
into the device away from the EB oxide interface, the observed negligible damage
increase is reasonable. Additionally, Auger recombination is largely dependent on the
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Figure 4.10: Base current degradation extracted at IB = 1 pA from forward-
mode Gummel characteristics after 10, 000 s of the stress condition at JE =
20 mA/µm2 and VCB = 2 V at both 25
◦C and 100 ◦C.
carrier densities and relatively independent of the electric field. If we instead focus on
the inverse-mode operation, damage does in fact increase consistently with voltage.
This behavior requires further investigation through the use of TCAD because this
increased damage occurs for stress voltages as low as 4 V , for mixed-mode damage
at the EB oxide is typically small in this technology.
With an increase in operating temperature, the effects of mixed-mode degrada-
tion will decrease because an increase in the phonon scattering probability will reduce
the mean free path length λ and the probability of impact ionization. Because the
scattering and re-direction probabilities for Auger hot carriers are similar to those for
mixed-mode hot carriers, a similar temperature dependence would be expected; how-
ever, increased Auger hot carrier degradation is observed with increasing temperature.
This can be seen in Fig. 4.10, where the degradation for a single stress condition of
JE = 20 mA/µm
2 and VCB = 2 V , measured at both room temperature (25
◦C) and
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100 ◦C, is shown. The higher temperature stress condition clearly develops damage
at a faster rate. The comparison here is made by looking at the relative change in the
Gummel characteristics from each temperature sampled at the VBE corresponding to
a pre-stress base current of IB = 1 pA, depicted in the inset of Fig. 4.10, which allows
for isolating the degradation from the effects of the difference in temperatures. This
current value was chosen to sample an operating point at which interface traps con-
tribute significantly to the total base current. There are two factors that account for
this temperature dependence with Auger hot carriers: the Auger recombination rate
and the hot carrier EDF. Previous studies show that Auger recombination rates will
increase by about 20 − 50% depending on the carrier density over this temperature
range [88,89]. An increase in recombination rates means an increase in the number of
hot carriers generated. Additionally, due to the thermalized energy tail of the Auger
recombination EDF, increased temperatures will increase the probability that charge
carriers excited by the Auger process have sufficient energy to create trap states.
4.4 High-Current Simulations
To more thoroughly investigate the physical origins of the peculiarities seen during
high current stress measurements, simulations of high current device operation were
performed using a well-calibrated 2-D device profile in the Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD
suite. The particular effects under investigation are 1) the threshold behavior around
10 mA/µm2 seen in the results in Fig. 4.8 and 2) the effect of stress voltage during
high-current operation on inverse-mode degradation seen in the results in Fig. 4.9.
By comparing Auger recombination rates within the device across current den-
sity, the underlying reason for the threshold behavior becomes evident. From 1 −
10 mA/µm2, Auger recombination within the neutral base increases several orders of
magnitude, and with hot carriers being created closer to the EB spacer oxide, the
trap formation rate will increase. Shown in Fig. 4.11, the peak Auger recombination
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Figure 4.11: TCAD simulated peak Auger recombination rate within the neutral
base region showing the threshold behavior and increase in high current hot
carrier degradation.
rate within the neutral base increases sharply until JE ≈ 6 mA/µm2. The cause
of this increase is the exposure of the triangular Germanium profile utilized in the
base. At the onset of the Kirk effect, the neutral pushes out to reveal the retrograded
Ge profile which is concealed by the field in the CB depletion region under standard
operation. Shown in Fig. 4.12, the Ge retrograde then becomes visible in the energy
band diagram of the device creating a pseudo-potential well within the neutral base
region.
At first glance the cause of the measured behavior of the trap formation at the
STI oxide interface as a function of voltage was unclear. Simulations at high current
reveal what happens to the electric field within the device as the current is increased
under base push-out conditions. Fig. 4.13 shows the electric field within the collector
for increasing current densities. Strong base push-out is evident, as expected, and the
electric field is pushed deeper into the collector region. At sufficiently high current
density, the field will be pushed all the way to the sub-collector region. Once the field
is pushed to the sub-collector, it will begin to compress and the applied VCB potential
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Figure 4.12: TCAD simulated conduction band energy within the neutral base
region for a range of current densities near the onset of base push-out. The
shape of the germanium profile is overlaid to help illustrate the formation of
the pseudo-potential well.
Figure 4.13: TCAD simulated electric field in the collector region for VCB = 4 V
for a range of emitter current densities demonstrating the compression of the
electric field at the sub-collector under heavy base push-out conditions. In
addition, the field at JE = 20 mA/µm
2 and VCB = 1 V is shown for comparison.
The sub-collector location is shown by magenta dashed line.
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drop will occur over a narrow region, leading to enhanced hot carrier generation and
impact ionization at the STI oxide, consistent with the measured data. The enhanced
hot carrier generation is evident in the inverse mode data in Fig. 4.9, which shows
a sharp increase in inverse-mode damage, relative to the forward-mode damage, as a
function of VCB for JE > 10 mA/µm
2.
4.5 Summary
The various modes of hot carrier degradation in SiGe HBTs have been investigated in
this study, and the nature of the new Auger hot carrier generation mechanism preva-
lent for high current density stresses has been examined in detail. Measured stress
data was used to make comparisons between the field-dependent mixed-mode mech-
anism and the current-dependent Auger mechanism to clarify the differences in aging
behavior for different areas of the output plane for a SiGe HBT. TCAD simulations
were used to further elucidate unique features in the high current degradation be-
havior in the featured technology. High-current stress damage increases with current
density and exhibits a threshold behavior attributed to the formation of a potential
well in the neutral base during base push out, which leads to a sharp increase in Auger
recombination within the neutral base. Trap formation at the STI oxide interface was
also observed to have a stronger than expected voltage dependence as a result of a
compression of the electric field at the collector/sub-collector interface under extreme
base push-out conditions. Additionally, Auger hot carrier degradation displays a pos-
itive temperature dependence due to the physical nature of the Auger recombination
mechanism, where mixed-mode stress damage decreases with increasing temperature
due to an increase phonon scattering behavior that reduces impact ionization events.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPACT AGING MODELING FOR SIGE HBTS
This chapter presents the formulation and calibration methods for a predictive aging
model designed for incorporation in a circuit simulation environment. The analysis
presented here resulted in a publication [5], which established a framework for creating
a compact model compatible aging model to enable reliability simulations that can
quickly and easily be carried out at the circuit or system level.
5.1 Motivation
When each component of a complex system must be qualified for reliability over its
intended lifetime, the time required for testing can become quite long, particularly
when design re-spins are considered. How to accurately and efficiently predict end-
of-life electrical performance, however, remains an open question in the world of
circuit simulation, and the ability to quickly look at the end-of-life response for a
circuit remains as a sort of “holy grail” for circuit designers. Predictive reliability
simulation tools are therefore essential in order to reduce the burden of reliability
testing. The underlying reliability problem is highly sophisticated, though, and while
circuit designers often treat the transistor as a perfectly modeled black box, it is
not that simple. Device reliability and aging is a complex response to the dynamic
operating conditions of a device over its lifetime.
A multitude of efforts have been made using technology computer aided design
(TCAD) to look at the internal carrier densities and electric fields of the device and
capture the aging behavior of specific degradation mechanisms, such as BTI [62] and
hot carrier injection (HCI) [80,81] in MOS devices, as well as mixed-mode and Auger
hot carrier degradation in bipolar devices [78, 83, 90]. This is truly the only way
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to make predictions that account for all the relevant physical processes, but accurate
reliability simulation for a single device can take a long period of time, making TCAD
simulation of a full circuit prohibitively long for use by circuit designers.
The most practical step towards achieving fast circuit reliability information in
a realistic circuit simulation environment is the development of aging models that
integrate with a device compact model. While it will fail to capture the full physics of
the stress environment that TCAD can offer, the aging model should be physics-based
and can be informed by calibrated TCAD stress simulations. Similar approaches have
been made in the past with some success, such as for hot carrier breakdown of CMOS
devices [91,92]; however, most models fail to present the full picture for circuit aging,
either through the use of simple physical models or incomplete representation of aging
effects in the device [82, 93, 94]. Effective empirical aging models such as in [95–98]
have been developed, but they represent a non-ideal solution, as they fail to provide
an intuitive look at the causes of the aging and may not have the generality to be
usable across multiple technologies.
This present work embodies the first steps in the development of a physics-based
damage model as a wrapper for SiGe HBT compact models that will capture the
characteristic behavior of hot carrier degradation. The framework of the coupled
lucky-electron model (LEM) and R-D model is used to formulate analytic degradation
equations for mixed-mode stress. As part of this framework, this aging model is
incorporated into the Cadence Spectre circuit simulator and simulated the effects of
aging on simple circuit structures to demonstrate the efficacy of the approach.
5.2 Model Formulation
Over the years, the most commonly used and successful modeling methodology for hot
carrier degradation effects in SiGe HBTs has been the lucky-electron model (LEM)
[80] using a reaction-diffusion (R-D) framework for surface state generation [62], as
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discussed in the previous chapter. These models can be linked to a SPICE simulator,
or any other circuit simulation environment, via pre/post-processing to enable aging
predictions for arbitrary circuits and operating conditions [91].
In recent years, R-D models have been questioned for their ability to accurately
model surface state creation in highly scaled MOS systems, particularly during re-
covery and at extremely short stress time periods [84, 99]. The leading explanation
for the observed discrepancies with R-D theory has been fast de-trapping using a
hole-trapping model [100, 101]. Dispersive transport models have taken over as the
preferred modeling framework for BTI in MOS systems, though most differences with
R-D theory can be primarily attributed to how initial and boundary conditions are
chosen at the Si/SiO2 interface [84]. Dispersive models take an energy-focused ap-
proach, with the dispersion of bond-breakage energies contributing the power-law time
dependence of the degradation. Such dispersive models have been well implemented in
TCAD environments for modeling NBTI, using spherical harmonic expansion (SHE)
solutions to the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) [102] to find accurate carrier
energy distributions and modeling the Si-H bond as a truncated harmonic oscillator
with coupled rate equations for each oscillator state [103]. This approach has also
been taken to model SiGe HBT degradation for operation near SOA boundaries in
TCAD [104]. Given the thick oxides in SiGe HBTs that have small fields across
them relative to a scaled CMOS gate oxide, such trapping/de-trapping and disper-
sive transport consideration are generally unnecessary for modeling SiGe HBTs, and
the R-D actually does an excellent job of capturing both the damaging and recovery
behaviors of SiGe HBTs while maintaining a computationally simple form [98].
The general methodology used for aging implementation in circuit simulation en-
vironment was originally presented by Hu in 1992 for hot carrier injection in CMOS
devices [91]. The general methodology used involves integrating the instantaneous
degradation that a device experiences for a given operating condition or input signal.
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Figure 5.1: Gummel characteristic evolution of a SiGe HBT biased under typical
mixed-mode stress conditions for 10, 000 s.
The aging simulator will then recreate the circuit netlist with modified device pa-
rameters to represent the degradation. Re-simulation using the aged netlist will then
allow comparison of a fresh and aged circuit. Most models, however, fail to present
the full picture for circuit aging, either through the use of simple physical models or
incomplete representation of aging effects in the device [82,92–94].
The primary result of mixed-mode degradation in a SiGe HBT is an increase in the
non-ideal base current due to an increase in interface traps at the EB spacer oxide and
the shallow-trench isolation (STI) oxide regions. This degradation is easily monitored
by measuring the Gummel characteristics of a device periodically over a stress period,
as shown in Fig 5.1. Using a version of the LEM adapted for simulating SiGe HBTs
in a TCAD environment [83,90], the components of the device operation contributing
to the LEM probability can be analyzed, and combining these simulated results with
measured stress data, the individual probabilities can be translated to simpler forms
based on the device operating point. To find a starting point, a modified version of
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The first probability to consider, adapted from (4.3), is the probability that a
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where λ is the carrier mean-free-path length, E is the electric field, and Φhot is mini-
mum energy required to break a dangling bond at the oxide/semiconductor interface.
By inspection, (5.2) has the same form as the probability for a carrier to gain sufficient
energy to initiate impact-ionization events, which leads to the conclusion that the two
probabilities can be directly related, using the peak electric field Emax to account for
acceleration effects. As the primary source of mixed-mode degradation is secondary
carriers generated by the impact ionization process, the avalanche generated current
Iavl can be used as a measure of the carriers that may become hot, and the total










where ΦII is the threshold energy for initiating impact ionization. By approximating
the CB junction as a one-sided p+-n junction, an approximation for the peak electric










where b and J0 become model fitting parameters for the aging model and Vbi is the
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built-in voltage of the CB junction. The JE dependence is included as an approxi-
mation for the lowering of the peak electric field at high current densities when the
Kirk and/or heterojunction barrier effects engage.
The remaining probabilities for the LEM are the probability that a hot carrier is
redirected toward an oxide interface, and the probability that a carrier reaches the
oxide interface without undergoing an energy-robbing collision. For typical forward-
active mode operation, the non-ideal base current is primarily affected by the interface
traps along the EB spacer oxide, so the effects of trap creation along the STI oxide,
which primarily affects reverse-active mode operation, may be neglected. In an npn
SiGe HBT, hot holes are naturally directed toward the EB spacer from the CB de-
pletion region, and measurements done to determine the redirection probability have
found that the fraction of electrons redirected toward the EB spacer can be simplified
to a small constant [76]. Under these assumptions, the total redirection probability
can be taken as a constant, when considering the device as a whole. The collision
probability decreases exponentially according to the distance the carrier travels and
λ, the mean-free-path length [81]. Again considering the averaged condition within
the device, the distance from the peak electric field to the EB spacer d will remain
constant at low current densities; however, for high current densities, base push-out
will push the peak field location deeper in the device [39]. The collision probability










where J1 is an additional model fitting parameter to account for the shifting of peak
field location. Combining (5.4) and (5.5), the total hot carrier impingement rate at
the EB spacer becomes
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Figure 5.2: TCAD generated hot carrier impingement rates for a 1st generation











Using a TCAD-generated hot carrier model, the hot carrier impingement rates
for a 1st generation SiGe HBT technology were calculated across a wide range of
stress bias conditions using the field-dependent hot carrier probabilities [83], shown
in Fig. 5.2. As expected, the hot carrier rate is small for lower voltages but increases
greatly at high voltages, and the hot carrier rate rolls off with increasing current when
the Kirk effect engages around 500 µA/µm2.
Assuming mixed-mode stress is a forward-reaction-dominated (damaging) process,
HCEB can be plugged into (4.6) and used as the forward reaction rate within the R-D








where N0 is the total dangling bond density at the interface, KR is the reverse reaction
rate and assumed to be constant, DH is the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the
oxide, and n is a constant time dependence [62,83].
For long stress periods, the approximate solution to the R-D model given by (5.7)
is not valid as the interface trap density saturates to N0. This phenomena has been
explored in [94, 96] and modeled using a time varying aging rate. For the particular
technology used in the present work, deviation of the time exponent n was not seen
until base current changed by several orders of magnitude. Because such a level of
degradation is unlikely for circuits operated inside or near the SOA limits, saturation
modeling has been left as a topic for future work.
Based on SRH recombination theory [105,106], the non-ideal base recombination
current IB,non-ideal,sat is directly proportional to the interface trap density. Combining
(5.6) and (5.7), an equation for the degradation of the non-ideal base saturation
current in the device is then directly obtainable as








J1 · tn (5.8)
where A is constant proportionality parameter for fitting. Iavl can be approximated
by the product of the emitter current and the M − 1, which is easily measurable
[13]; however, modern bipolar compact models such as HICUM and MEXTRAM
accurately model avalanche current in the device, so Iavl can be extracted directly
from the simulated device operating point. The changes in the base current seen in







where IB,sat is the ideal base saturation current, kT/q is the thermal voltage, and m
is the ideality factor for the recombination current with a typical value of 2.
5.3 Stress Measurement and Model Calibration
By measuring the aging of a SiGe HBT across a range of stress bias conditions, the
aging model formulated in the previous section can be well-calibrated using only
measured data. The stress measurements shown here were performed on-wafer for
a 2nd generation SiGe HBT technology with BVCEO = 2.2 V and fT = 100 GHz
using an automated dc probing system. Transistors were stressed using a Keysight
4156C Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer by pulling a set current density through
the emitter and applying a set reverse-bias voltage across the CB junction with the
base grounded for 10, 000 s at room temperature, as described in Fig. 4.3. Device
degradation was monitored by periodically interrupting the stress and measuring the
device Gummel characteristics, as in Fig. 5.1. Each stress condition was measured
on a fresh unstressed device. To accommodate the measurement of many stress
conditions in a reasonable time frame, only stress voltages beyond BVCEO were used,
as degradation is slow at low voltages and instrument resolution limits the detection
of small current changes.
To properly calibrate the aging model parameters, the rate at which the non-ideal
base saturation current (IB,non-ideal,sat) increases must be extracted for a range of stress
conditions. The first step in this process is extracting ∆IB,non-ideal,sat at each time step
of the stress. As any change in the base current is due to trap creation that contributes
to the non-ideal recombination current, this process can be performed with a simple
linear regression of log ∆IB vs VBE, but consistently extracting ∆IB,non-ideal,sat over a
full stress measurement can be difficult. When measured in an semi-open environ-
ment, slight changes in the ambient temperature over a stress period can vary the
curve’s slope over time, and a change in instrument resolution at different current
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Figure 5.3: Plot of ∆Ib at each time step of mixed-mode stress, showing the
extrapolated saturation current resulting from linear regression.
ranges introduces additional uncertainty when fitting data that covers a wide range
of currents. To help remedy this, a linear least squares regression utilizing dummy
variables, as shown in (5.10), was used to simultaneously extract the degradation at
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The result of this multiple regression process for a single stress measurement is
shown in Fig. 5.3. Assuming the dynamics of the base current degradation to take
the form, ∆IB,non-ideal,sat = f(I, V ) · tn, the log-plot of the degradation, in the form
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of ∆In,sat over time for a mixed-mode stress condition.
Also shown is a fitted aging line used to extract the aging rate.
log∆IB,non-ideal,sat = logf(I, V ) + nlogtstress, (5.11)
allows for simple extraction of the bias dependent aging rate and time dependence can
be found via linear regression. Fig. 5.4 shows that this extraction method provides
excellent results that match the expected form. A stress time exponent of n = 0.5
was found across the measured bias range, which falls within the expected range
[95]. Individually extracting each ∆IB,non-ideal,sat instead of performing a simultaneous
extraction leads to a larger variance in values and less confident age rate extraction.
A wide range of stress conditions have been measured, and using this extraction
process, a map of the associated age rates for each stress condition has been created,
shown in Fig. 5.5. Using the extracted age rates and Iavl data taken from simulation
at stress bias as inputs, an iterative non-linear least squares solver was used to find
the best-fit parameters A, b, J1, and J0 from (5.8). The model-predicted age rates
using those best-fit parameters are compared to the data-extracted values in Fig. 5.5
and show good agreement.
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Figure 5.5: Measurement extracted and model simulated age rates for a range
of mixed-mode stress bias conditions. The simulated (line) and measured (line)
values show good agreement across the full data range.
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5.4 Aging Simulations
The aging model has been implemented in the Cadence Spectre circuit simulation
environment via the Unified Reliability Interface (URI) framework [107]. This tool
allows externally defined reliability models to be implemented as wrappers around
the simulation process. The Spectre simulator will pass the needed operating point
parameters, such as JE, VCB, and Iavl, to the URI models, which will iteratively age
each device within the circuit. The process flow, shown in Fig. 5.6, consists of:
1. Simulation of a circuit in pre-stress condition.
2. Transient simulation over several circuit operation periods to iteratively accu-
mulate the net aging of a device over a circuit period.
3. Extrapolation of aging from a short simulation time to a full lifetime.
4. Creation of a secondary aged compact model parameter set.
5. Re-simulation of the circuit in post-stress condition with the aged parameter
set.
Figure 5.6: Simulation flow diagram for the aging process within Spectre.
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Determining the aging rate during the transient stress simulation is performed by
summing the stress contribution at each discrete time step according to the formulated
model. In performing this stress accumulation, the previously derived degradation

















where Age is the amount of degradation accumulated over the simulation cycle tsim.
After the transient simulation completes, the Age parameter is linearly extrapo-
lated to a full circuit lifetime tlife and used to scale to the necessary compact model
parameter. Using the HICUM model peripheral B-E recombination saturation cur-
rent parameter Ireps, which is equivalent to IB,non-ideal,sat in (5.9), the current is scaled
with the equation






where Ireps,0 is the default, un-aged value of the saturation current. As this model is
implemented external to the circuit simulation and is not specific to any particular
compact model, this aging model can easily be added to any bipolar compact model
that has accurately modeled avalanche current.
Across the range of stress conditions measured, good model-to-data fit is achieved
using this method. A simulation example is shown in Fig. 5.7, which shows the simu-
lated and measured Gummel characteristic before and after 10, 000 s of mixed-mode
stress. Previously, only stress voltages above BVCEO were measured due to the time
required to observe significant degradation at low voltages, but this aging simulation
allows for observation of the aging effects at much lower voltages. The contour shown
in Fig. 5.8 shows very small degradation at low voltage that rapidly increases at
higher stress voltages. The degradation roll-off at high currents associated with the
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Figure 5.7: Simulated Gummel characteristics showing degradation of a SiGe
HBT under mixed-mode stress conditions.
Figure 5.8: Simulated degradation map for a SiGe HBT under mixed-mode
stress conditions showing the normalized change in Ireps, the HICUM peripheral
B-E recombination saturation current.
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Kirk effect is also clearly visible. Even though they simulate different technologies,
the general shape of this degradation map and the hot carrier rate map in Fig. 5.2
match, which shows that this model should be applicable and easily adaptable to
other SiGe HBT technologies in general.
5.5 Circuit Aging
With good calibration of model to data for single device stresses, this aging model
should be usable to monitor the impact of mixed-mode stress on realistic circuits.
To validate the model and explore circuit aging effects, a simple two device current
mirror, designed in the same technology used for model calibration, was chosen for
measurement and simulation of aging effects. The current mirror was chosen due to
its simplicity and ubiquitous use in analog and RF circuit design. Measurements and
simulations were set up as in Fig. 5.9, with a stress current being applied to the input
device and a fixed voltage being held at the output device. Monitoring of the circuit
performance was performed by sweeping the input current with fixed Vout = 1 V and
tracking the output current and mirror ratio (Iout/Iin), shown in Fig. 5.10.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.10, both measurement and simulation data show a similar
trend; namely, that aging of a current mirror results in a decreasing mirror ratio, or
rather a drop in the output current for the same input current level. As expected,
degradation of the mirror ratio is greater at lower current levels due to the influence
Figure 5.9: Schematic of current mirror stress setup in both simulation and
measurement. A constant current density Jin = 1 mA/µm
2 is supplied at the
input device, and a constant voltage Vout = 4 V is applied on the output device.
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Figure 5.10: Simulated and measured current mirror ratio (Iout/Iin) over input
current density for pre-stress and post-stress circuits.
of the increased non-ideal base current. If the output device sees a large voltage from
the applied load, it will undergo mixed-mode degradation while the input device will
degrade minimally due to a small CB electric field. This will create an imbalance
in the two device’s current gain β and degrade the mirror ratio. A clear mismatch
exists between the measured and simulated degradation in Fig. 5.10, though, which
is evidence of a secondary degradation mechanism in addition to the mixed-mode
mechanism, likely being hot carrier degradation of the polysilicon in the emitter near
the EB junction, which could cause degradation in the form of the parallel shift seen
in Fig. 5.10 [78].
Calculating the effects of aging on a simple circuit such as a current mirror can
be straightforward and intuitive, but when moving to more complex circuits and sys-
tems, the effects of components aging at different rates becomes convoluted, making
the identification of critical components more difficult. An encouraging takeaway for
circuit designers though is that the degree of performance degradation of the current
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mirror in Fig. 5.10 is significantly less than the degradation seen by a single device
under similar stress conditions, as in Fig. 5.7. This means that the boundaries of tran-
sistor reliability may be pushed further than expected for reliable circuit operation.
Understanding of device-to-circuit interactions in regards to aging is still incomplete,
but this tool provides a framework to build upon and continue exploring the effects
of device aging on circuit performance.
5.6 Summary
A physics-based aging model for mixed-mode stress in SiGe HBTs was formulated
that is based on the coupled lucky-electron model and reaction-diffusion equation.
This model is suitable for implementation in compact models and integration with
circuit simulation environments. This model has been calibrated using measured
stress data, and an effective method for extracting aging rates from measured data
was detailed. This degradation model has been implemented in the Cadence Spectre
circuit simulator via the Unified Reliability Interface framework. The URI enables
for calculation of the device damage accumulated over a stress period, creation of
aged model parameter sets, and extrapolation to end-of-life aged parameter sets.
Simulated device stress data was shown to be in good agreement with measured data
and matches the trends predicted by reliability physics theory. Additionally, stress
measurements and simulations of a simple SiGe HBT current mirror were performed,
showing that degradation of the output device over time leads to a decreased current
mirror ratio, but additional modeling work is necessary to capture the full stress
response.
The success of this model in predicting device-level aging and replicating the trends
seen in simple circuit aging is encouraging for its future use for full circuit aging sim-
ulations. This model provides a valuable framework to build upon and to explore
the convoluted device-to-circuit interactions present in aging. While this model only
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simulates base-current degradation due to mixed-mode stress, the methodology de-
scribed here will allow for the integration of additional degradation mechanisms, such
as emitter-interface degradation, high-current degradation, and annealing, and for ac-
curate end-of-life performance predictions for full analog and RF circuits, something
long desired by circuit designers.
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CHAPTER 6
AGING MODELING OF SIGE HBTS FOR
RELIABILITY-AWARE CIRCUIT DESIGN
This chapter builds upon the modeling framework created in chapter 5 to develop a
more fully featured aging model and explore the concept of reliability-aware circuit
design. This analysis has resulted in one publication [6] and looks to re-evaluate the
traditional understanding the SOA.
6.1 Motivation
Returning to the topic of how device scaling and decreasing breakdown voltages are
seen from the perspective of reliability, the tightening area within usable output
plane of a device necessitates a closer look at the safe operating area (SOA) and
standard reliability guidelines. From the perspective of a circuit designer, designing
with reliability in mind normally means restricting device operation to a foundry-
defined SOA coded into the process design kit (PDK). An SOA will define limits
for voltage bias and current flow, under which the foundry will guarantee minimal
device degradation. These SOA rules tend to be fairly simple, generally providing
a maximum voltage and current for a device and electromigration guidelines for the
metal lines, and these rules are calculated based on dc characterization of single
devices. These SOA-imposed limits are then applied as “one-size-fits-all” rules to all
devices, regardless of application and configuration. Devices in PAs, LNAs, switches,
current mirrors, etc. are all treated by the same rules, though devices in each circuit
may see wildly different operating conditions and have disparate reliability concerns.
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Figure 6.1: Simulated load line of a device in a driver amplifier showing
schematic representation of the device aging regions, SOA, and failure bound-
aries.
Such an approach is, of course, overly simplistic, and ignores the nuances of device-
to-circuit interactions, and potentially sacrifices circuit and system performance [?].
Taking the example of an output stage device from a high-swing cascode ampli-
fier, for which a simulated device load line is shown in Fig. 6.1, the device will swing
throughout the entire output plane, passing through areas within the standard SOA,
mixed-mode stress, high-current stress, and annealing regions. The reliability regions
painted on Fig. 6.1 are purely schematic in nature but illustrate the need to consider
device reliability as more than a problem that can be treated with simplistic rules. The
hard boundaries for reliability are the points where catastrophic device failure due to
electrothermal runaway or extreme electromigration occur, and the foundry-defined
SOA boundaries will be some distances away from these hard boundaries, leaving a
tempting gray area for circuit designers. The objective in advancing reliability-aware
design is to build an understanding of where in a circuit and for how long these SOA
rules can be safely violated, which circuit designers need more and more as breakdown
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voltages shrink. Additionally, individual device degradation may not necessarily lead
to changes in circuit performance, so building predictive aging simulation capabilities
to identify reliability critical and non-critical devices and ultimately maximize per-
formance will help usher in a paradigm shift in reliability-aware design in the SiGe
world.
Mixed-mode stress causing the degradation of the EB spacer oxide in a SiGe HBT,
as modeled in chapter 4, is the primary long-term aging concern, but in moving
to a model that can provide true predictive capability for arbitrary circuits, more
comprehensive modeling capabilities must be developed. Additional modes of hot
carrier degradation in SiGe HBTs due to high-current (HC) stress and polysilicon
degradation must be considered as well. These effects have all been modeled to
various extents in TCAD environments [78, 104, 108], but TCAD solutions remain a
non-ideal solution for the simulation of circuits and systems.
6.2 Testing Setup
The devices under test were high-performance (HP) SiGe HBTs from GLOBAL-
FOUNDRIES 90 nm 9HP SiGe BiCMOS technology with unity current and power
gain frequencies fT/fMAX of 300/360 GHz, JC at peak fT of about 20 mA/µm
2,
and open-base breakdown voltage BVCEO = 1.7 V [19]. Initial model calibrations
were made using devices with a single drawn emitter size of 0.1 × 4.0 µm2, but ad-
ditional measurements were made using devices with drawn emitter lengths LE =
2, 10, 20, and 30 µm for additional geometry calibrations. All tests were performed
on-wafer at room temperature T = 27 ◦C, and stress bias was applied as a con-
stant VCB and constant emitter current density (JE) for up to a stress time tstress =
100, 000 s. Stress was periodically interrupted to measure forward Gummel char-
acteristics of the devices and thereby monitor degradation. In order to isolate the
contributions to degradation of each stress mechanism, measurements are focused at
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VCE > BVCEO and JC < JC(peak fT ) for mixed-mode stress and at VCE < BVCEO
and JC > JC(peak fT ) for high current stress.
6.3 Model Formulation
From measured data, the methodology described in chapter 4 is used to extract the
bias-dependent aging rate. The base current degradation is characterized as a power
law time dependence with a bias dependent aging rate.
∆IB(t) = f(VCB,Stress, JE,Stress) · tn. (6.1)
Using the time evolution of the non-ideal base saturation current, the aging rate
f(VCB, JE) and exponent n are easily isolated. In measuring over-stress conditions
above BVCEO and at modest current densities, peak mixed-mode stress points can
be identified. The previously created physics-based model for mixed-mode stress
represents the hot carrier generation rate as







where AMM , b, J1, and J2 are constants, Javl is the avalanche current density, and
Vbi is built-in CB junction potential. In Fig. 6.2, a surface visualizing the trends
of the aging rate changing with stress bias for this technology is given along with
cut lines along VCB and JE showing model-to-data fit. Using this methodology has
again shown a good model to data fit. This continued quality of fit is encouraging
for helping to validate the general methodology being used, as the 90 nm device with
fT > 300 GHz being evaluated here and the 130 nm device with fT ≈ 100 GHz
are very different devices when the details of their construction is examined closely.
The ability to achieve model calibration with a small number of parameters can be




Figure 6.2: Calculated aging rate due to mixed-mode stress at room temper-
ature with (a) a surface showing a full stress output plane and (b) cut-lines
showing model-to-data fit at JE = 1 mA/µm
2 and at VCB = 3 V .
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In characterizing the effects of high-current stress, measurements are performed at
low-VCB bias where the mixed-mode mechanism is negligible and a high stress current
density beyond peak fT where the three-carrier-interaction Auger generation process
becomes more significant. Relating to the free electron and hole densities, the Auger
recombination rate is given as
UAuger = Γnn(np− n2i ) + Γpp(np− n2i ) (6.3)
where the Γn and Γp prefactors represent the electron-electron-hole and electron-hole-
hole processes, respectively. Due to the high carrier densities present, peak Auger-hot-
carrier generation locations in a SiGe HBT will be near the EB junction particularly at
the poly/crystalline-Si emitter interface and in the neutral base, meaning the emitter
current density can serve as a good substitute for free carrier densities, and when
moving to current densities above peak fT , where free carrier densities exceed the
background doping, (6.3) simplifies as n ≈ p >> ni, giving
UAuger ∝ n3 = p3 ∝ J 3E . (6.4)
As Auger-hot-carrier driven high-current stress does not become prevalent until cur-
rent densities beyond peak fT , the simplified expression in (6.4) can be used to model
the high-current stress reaction rate as
KHC = AHC · J αE , (6.5)
where AHC and α are constants. Using the same methodology employed to fit and
evaluate the mixed-mode stress equation, the results for high-current stress in Fig. 6.3
clearly show the expected power law dependence on the stress current density, closely
matching the expected J 3E dependence with Auger generation.
As the mixed-mode and high-current hot carrier driving mechanisms are operative
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Figure 6.3: Hot carrier aging rate measured as a function of stress emitter
current density at VCB = 0 V . A power law current density is observed as
expected from the Auger-hot-carrier mechanism.
Figure 6.4: Combined hot carrier aging rate for the mixed-mode and high-
current stress mechanisms at room temperature. Mixed-mode dominates at
high voltages and moderate current, while high-current becomes apparent be-
yond peak-fT current density.
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Figure 6.5: Normalized hot carrier aging rate showing a linear dependence of
device aging on emitter perimeter.
in separate regions of the device, namely in the vicinity of the CB and EB junctions,
respectively, and to first order are independent, the net hot carrier reaction rate can be
found by a simple sum of (6.1) and (6.4). The combined effects of these mechanisms
at room temperature can be seen in Fig. 6.4, where compared to Fig. 6.2(a), a small
increase in aging rate can be seen at high current. It may be noted, however, that the
high-current aging mechanism is much weaker than the mixed-mode mechanism and
will likely contribute less to aging under most “normal” circuit operating conditions.
Such a disparity in the strength of each effect may be reduced or even reversed,
however, at elevated temperatures given the opposite behavior of each mechanism
with scaling temperature [78].
To further enable a practical universal model for use in circuit design, rules must
be established for how these hot carrier aging rates scale with device geometry. In-
tuitively, a larger device will produce a larger volume of hot carriers for the same
JE/VCB stress, and there exists a larger oxide perimeter to be potentially damaged.
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To directly compare aging rates, several representative stress conditions were charac-
terized in Fig. 6.5 for several devices with fixed WE = 0.1 µm and LE = 1, 2, 4, 10,
and 20 µm, presenting an aging rate that scales linearly with the device perimeter.
When normalized to a minimum geometry device, the simple relation
∆IB(P − P0)
∆IB(P0)
= cgeo(P − P0), (6.6)
is arrived at, where the factor cgeo ≈ 0.5 is a constant. A value cgeo < 1 shows
that shorter devices undergo proportionally larger degradation. For example, four
0.1×1.0 µm2 devices in parallel would be expected to undergo more degradation than
a single 0.1× 4.0 µm2 device. This behavior is expected, because as P/A drops, the
contribution of perimeter effects to the total current decreases. Additionally, testing
the geometry scaling behavior across several different stress conditions showed the
same trends, indicating that geometry scaling behavior does not meaningfully change
across the output plane.
6.4 RF Device Stressing
To this point, all measurements and modeling have been based on dc measurements
of single devices. For broader use in circuit design for mixed-signal and RF applica-
tions, however, these modeling efforts must be validated for time-varying voltages and
currents. From a practical standpoint, the best approach is to assume a quasi-static
approximation, modeling time-varying stresses as a sequence of successive dc stresses,
and find the frequency at which that approximation falls apart to apply adaptations
for high-frequency effects. From a simulation standpoint, an effective aging rate for
a RF stress condition can be found by integrating over a transient waveform of the
device operating condition. The degradation in this approach is calculated to take
the form
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as described in [109, 110]. Using this methodology, this model was integrated into
the Cadence Spectre circuit simulator by coding the model equations for use with
the Spectre unified reliability interface (URI) post-processing utility [107], allowing
for simulation of arbitrary stress conditions and comparison of pre- and post-stress
performance. The specific implementation used here is the same as the modeling
efforts described in chapter 4. The limitations of this model come about for cases
where non-equilibrium conditions become prominent and there exists a dissociation
between carrier and energy distributions within the device. For current SiGe HBT
technologies, quasi-static approximations are generally successful in capturing charge
transport within the device [111], but continued scaling and operation of devices in
high-field, velocity-saturated conditions may limit their validity. The goal here is
to lay the groundwork for testing the usable range of conditions for these models.
RF measurements were performed by applying a constant continuous wave (CW) RF
stress to a device and measuring the base current degradation over time. The setup
used is pictured in Fig. 6.6. Load-pull and measurements were performed to stress
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Figure 6.7: Simulated RF stress showing how instantaneous age rate changes
with the device bias VB and VC .
at a point tuned for maximum power. A dc bias of VBE = 0.85 V and VCE = 2 V
was applied to bias near peak-fT and provide a good accelerated test condition. RF
power was calibrated to deliver Pin = −15 dBm at f0 = 5 GHz. Based on simulations
performed separately in Keysight Advanced Design System (ADS), this power and dc
bias level keep the device in class-A operation. Care to keep operation as class-A was
taken to avoid any effects that non-conductive stress may introduce, as the effects of
non-conductive stress remain unknown but will be a critical component in providing
predictive reliability capabilities when considering large-signal stress.
To validate the model for predicting this RF stress, the measurement setup of
Fig. 6.6 was created in Cadence and predictive aging simulations were run. When
considering the transient stress condition, the instantaneous stress condition at each
time step is evaluated, as shown in Fig. 6.7. Analyzing these waveforms, the aging
rate appears to, at least for this specific stress condition, primarily follow VC . A
trough in the aging rate does exist though for the minimum VB bias, likely due to a
reduction in the current within the device.
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Figure 6.8: Normalized hot carrier aging rate showing a linear dependence of
device aging on emitter perimeter.
A comparison of the measured and simulated degradation in the base current is
shown in Fig. 6.8. The two show an identical time dependence, developing as
√
t,
and the aging rates are similar and within an expected region of variance consistent
with the variation seen device-to-device for identical stresses. Additionally, the de-
embedding efforts in the simulated were fairly basic, representing room for discrepancy
between the two results.
6.5 Full Aging Simulations
With calibrated aging rules covering a full range of forward-mode bias conditions, the
present aging model should be viable for use in evaluating the hot-carrier reliability
of full circuits. EB oxide degradation has been described here, but additional degra-
dations may occur within polysilicon, modifying the emitter resistance RE and ideal
base saturation current Ibeis [78]. As these are all hot-carrier degradation effects, we
can simply adapt (6.7) with individual scaling parameters, A, per mechanism when
aging multiple parameters within HICUM. Given the current incomplete understand-
ing of hot-carrier polysilicon degradation effects, the aging of such parameters has
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been bounded and implemented only to illustrate the effects their degradation can
have on circuit performance. Such a simulation can be useful to allow adaptation of
a circuit design to be more robust to such changes should they occur.
An example simulation is provided here of a wireline driver circuit, representing
a common application for a highly scaled SiGe HBT technology, where long-term
reliability due to hot carrier effects is a concern. A simplified schematic of the circuit
is provided in Fig. 6.9. For simulation of a 20 GHz CW input signal of Pin = 10 dBm
and over-stress bias, shown in Fig. 6.10, the circuit gain can be seen to begin dropping
over time. Observing the individual degradation of each transistor, Q4 sees the largest
shift in bias and could be identified as the primary reliability concern in the circuit.
While the base of Q4 degrades the most, at closer look, it’s current drop can be
primarily attributed to bias shifts due to the degradation of Q0 and Q2. Due to it
seeing the largest VCB bias, device Q0 actually undergoes the largest degree of base
current degradation. This point represents the largest disconnect between a basic
device-level approach to reliability and a reliability-aware design approach accounting
for device-to-circuit interactions. The degradations in performance seen at the circuit
Figure 6.9: Simplified schematic of driver circuit used for aging simulation.
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Figure 6.10: Circuit response degradation over time due to stress of a 20 GHz
CW input signal with Pin = 10 dBm. The individual bias shifts over time for
devices Q0, Q2, and Q4 are shown in the inset.
level are primarily due to cascading effects of device degradation leading to a shifting
operation point of key devices within the circuit. With analysis tools such as this,
maximizing the trade-off between performance and reliability becomes a much easier
task, and the operating conditions under which the circuit will drift out of spec can
be identified. By identifying which devices impacting circuit reliability, techniques
such as building compensation loops to dynamically adjust for bias shifts may be
used [112], but at the same time the decision may be made to bias devices more
aggressively beyond typical SOA boundaries (in the “forbidden” zone between the
SOA and device failure) to improve performance if such degradation was deemed
acceptable.
6.6 Summary
An aging compact model based on a physical description of the hot carrier generation
mechanisms in a SiGe HBT during mixed-mode and high-current stress has been
developed here for a highly scaled SiGe BiCMOS technology and can predict the
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degradation of devices over a wide bias range. Previously developed aging models have
been extended to model high current stress effects and the effects of device geometry
on aging. Additionally, measurements and simulation data have been presented to
validate quasi-static approximations in aging modeling. Given the ever-shrinking
voltage headroom for highly scaled SiGe HBTs, the classical understanding of a “one-
size-fits-all” SOA must be re-evaluated as SiGe BiCMOS technologies push into mm-
wave applications, and the use of aging models present an opportunity to easily
evaluate reliability on a case-by-case basis, not only for circuits, but also the individual
transistors driving them. Such a models provide for tightening the design loop for





7.1 Summary of Contributions
This work explores electrical reliability phenomena within silicon germanium (SiGe)
bipolar technologies. While SiGe HBTs have enjoyed quickly growing use in a num-
ber of high-frequency RF and mm-wave applications, the relatively low breakdown
voltage of highly scaled SiGe technologies presents a limitation for their usefulness in
comparison to many III-V technologies. Therefore, the ability to design more robust
devices or provide methodologies to boost available performance is highly desirable.
The specific contributions of this include
1. An exploration and design parameterization of a vertical superjunction collec-
tor SiGe HBT for enhanced breakdown. These devices attempt to break the
classical “Johnson limit” but present a challenging design space. Several super-
junction devices based on a 1st generation SiGe HBT for use in power ampli-
fiers were fabricated and when compared with a control device showed instances
of both significant performance gains and degradations. An optimized device
showing significant gains in breakdown voltage and minimal degradation in RF
performance relative to a control device presents a strong case for the potential
of this device concept.
2. An exploration of the various modes of degradation in a SiGe HBT, intro-
ducing for the first time, and characterizing the Auger hot carrier generation
mechanism as a source of device degradation under high-current stress. Both
measurements and simulations were used to illustrate the differences between
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the Auger hot carrier mechanism and the classically understood mixed-mode
mechanisms prevalent under high electric field conditions.
3. The development of the first physics-based predictive aging model for SiGe
HBTs that is fully integrable in a compact modeling and circuit simulation envi-
ronment. The model was developed based on a coupled lucky-electron/reaction-
diffusion approach and focused on the classically understood mixed-mode degra-
dation mechanism. Additionally, a methodology for setting up and calibrating
a model for a given SiGe HBT technology was developed.
4. An extension of previously developed predictive aging models with an emphasis
on providing a comprehensive model usable for practical circuit design. The
model was extended to capture the effects of high-current stress and device
geometry scaling. Additionally, measurements and simulations of RF stress of
a device provide validation for the use of this dc-calibrated model for predicting
the effects of time-varying ac stresses
7.2 Future Work
The research presented here has represented initial capabilities in several areas and
has exposed several interesting topics for future research.
1. The superjunction devices designed in this work were built in a 1st generation
technology intended for lower frequencies, but the need to fully investigate the
superjunction collector in a highly scaled device is readily apparent. Given the
voltage limitations of highly scaled technologies, the potential gains in voltage
headroom present a significant potential for improving circuit performance.
2. The superjunction devices designed here were evaluated for their dc and small-
signal ac performance. The effects of the superjunction collector on large-signal
linearity remains a question for general use in a commercial platform. While
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conductivity modulation effects will likely degrade device linearity, a well de-
signed superjunction should expect some gains to large signal performance with
the additional breakdown voltage.
3. The modeling of temperature and recovery effects as they concern device aging
is an area with lots of room for exploration. In the efforts to create a truly
universal aging model, the temperature dependencies of each mechanism must
be modeled independently to capture the shifting dominance of each mechanism
on the overall stress with environmental conditions.
4. To extend the usefulness of aging models for all circuit applications, effects
specific to RF stresses must be investigated. For example, the effects of non-
conductive stress are an open question, and efforts to evaluate the large-signal
reliability of devices [113] have exposed discrepancies between dc-defined relia-
bility metrics and actual circuit reliability under RF operation.
5. With predictive aging models in place, space opens for new reliability-aware
circuit design methodologies. With the ability to identify the reliability-critical
components and devices within a circuit, designs can be altered to improve
the sensitivity to reliability effects or to intelligently push beyond standard
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